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177 new registrations were added in 2020, for a total of 6,292 registered hostas.
The revised cutoff date for submission of registration materials has continued to work well.
Thus, the date of December 1st will again be the deadline in 2021. Please respect the need
for adequate preparation time during the busy holiday season and have your registration
materials to me prior to December 1st.
As I exercise my duties as Registrar, I owe much to Warren Pollock and Don Rawson for
their assistance and oversight. Don’s meticulous attention to detail contributes beyond
measure, not only to the accuracy of this document but to the hosta world in general.
Additionally, a direct consequence of Don’s encouragement is evidenced by fifteen additional
“Oldies But Goodies” being registered this year. Couple Don’s vision of excellence with
Warren’s “Onward and Upward” mantra, and my job becomes a pleasure to perform.

Respectfully submitted,

Gayle Hartley Alley
International Registrar for the Genus Hosta
33001 E 155th Street
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080-9365
(816) 697-2007 or (816) 914-3220
GiboshiGayle@gmail.com or HostaRegistry@gmail.com

Registration forms are available:
✓ On the final pages of this publication
✓ At http://www.hostaregistrar.org/registration_form-printable.html
✓ Contact me to request a copy

NOTE: Online registration at http://www.hostaregistrar.org/Registration/ does NOT
require the use of a hard-copy form.
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International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (ICNCP) Ninth Edition
The ICNCP is the official publication incorporating the Rules and Recommendations for naming plants in
cultivation. The Ninth Edition of the ICNCP was published by the International Society for Horticultural Science
(ISHS) in June 2016. Hereafter, the ICNCP will be referred to simply as “the Code.”

Name Release Form
Per the Code, permission must be granted for a person’s name to be used as the registered name of a cultivar.
Permission forms are available from The American Hosta Society or the Hosta Registry at:
http://www.americanhostasociety.org/RegisteringHosta/name-release.pdf or
http://www.hostaregistrar.org/registration_form-printable.html

Photograph Requirements
Commencing in 2017, all photographs are to be submitted with no reduction or file compression. Registrants are
asked to supply a minimum of three photos per registration: one of the entire clump, one close-up showing a
representative leaf and one close-up of the flower. Please provide the photographer’s full name for appropriate
watermarking. With registration photos being published, it is important to portray your cultivar’s noteworthy
feature(s). For example, if red spotted petioles make your hosta unique – provide a photograph that adequately
showcases this characteristic.

Registration Errors
As has been the policy for a number of years, clear typographical and/or data entry errors are easily corrected by
updating the database itself and by publishing those corrections within this document. Anyone finding what they
believe to be such errors is encouraged to contact me so corrections may be published.
Not so straight-forward, are instances where the published data accurately reflects the registrant’s information at
the time the registration was approved and published, yet later proves to be misleading or outright erroneous. In
these cases, the registrant must approve any changes.
In cases where the original registrant is not available and obvious errors are noted, we strive to work with what we
have as best we can. An example would be the registration of H. ‘Love Pat’ that has been discussed in depth, yet
still remains as originally registered. To allow the AHS Show Classification team to update and clarify their
classification listings, the registrar’s office now sanctions the use of the following materials:
• Mark Zilis’ Field Guide to Hostas by Mark R. Zilis, 2014 (Q & Z Nursery, Inc. Rochelle, IL)
• The Hostapedia An Encyclopedia of Hostas by Mark R. Zilis, 2009 (Q & Z Nursery, Inc. Rochelle, IL)
The official registration of hosta cultivars continues to be per the printed Registrations issue published each
year. We acknowledge that official registrations are a mere “snapshot in time” providing only static details.
Registration data is gathered at a single geographic location and the state of maturity will vary from quite young to
fully mature. Thus, original data may fall short of supplying complete, real-life details. When you have need for
more information than what is contained in this document, you will find relevant, accurate, and interesting
information in the reference materials listed above.

Website Updates
The revamped registry website was revealed to the public in October, 2018, but smaller, incremental updates are
continually being implemented. Please peruse the Hosta Treasury to investigate, using either one of the following
web addresses: http://www.hostaregistrar.org or http://www.hostatreasury.org.
• New field “Additional Comments” provides interesting information that does not appear within this
hardcopy publication. Examples of the 180+ cultivars with Additional Comments are H. ‘Because of Art’
(2018), H. ‘Baby Bunting (1982) and H. ‘Potomac Pride’ (1995). Select the “Registration Details” button
for each to see what Additional Comments appear there.
• Updated Help Document for registrants. Go to http://www.hostatreasury.org select the Registrations tab
then Registrations Guidelines from the drop-down menu. This takes you to a downloadable pdf
explaining all facets of registration.
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Symbol Usage in Parentage Descriptions
Parentheses are commonly used within each parentage description. To assist with more complicated crosses, the
use of brackets and braces has been added. When using brackets and braces to describe parentage, the order of
precedence is: parentheses ( ) occur first, followed by brackets [ ] and then braces { }. Any number of these
symbols can be used consecutively in a parentage equation depending on the complexity of the hybridization.
Additionally, the mathematical × symbol is now used to indicate each cross between pod and pollen parents.

Typographer’s Quotation Symbols
Introduced in 2017 is the use of proper quotation symbols instead of straight quotes. Straight quotes are left-overs
from the age of typewriters when using one key for two different marks helped save space on a keyboard. Thanks
to modern word processing features it is relatively easy to replace the old "dumb quotes" with proper typographer’s
“smart quotes.” The prime symbol, which looks like a dumb quote, is still used for denoting measurements such as
feet and inches (5'2").

Rounding of Dimensions
In the future, all registration dimensions will be rounded to the nearest tenth of an inch (English) or tenth of a
centimeter (metric). Rounding dimensions to the nearest tenth means the published dimension will always be
within .05 of the original before it was rounded. English dimensions submitted as fractions are converted to their
decimal equivalent prior to being recorded in the database, and prior to rounding. The example below illustrates
the rounding policy.
A registrant submits a leaf size of 2¼" × 5/8". The decimal equivalent 2.25" × .625" is entered into the
database. After rounding, the published size is 2.3" × .6". The first rounded dimension is only .05"
different from the original, and the second is only .025" different. Both are insignificant, even in the
realm of miniature leaf sizes.
All conversions from metric to English (or English to metric), are done before any rounding occurs.
A registration that submits metric dimensions are converted first to English, then rounded to the nearest tenth of an
inch. Thus, a metric dimension of 4.75cm × 3.65cm, is first converted to English (1.870" × 1.437") and then
rounded to be 1.9" × 1.4".

Cultivar Name Establishment
To establish a cultivar name, the Code calls for registrations to appear in a suitable dated publication that is made
publicly available. Thus, epithets that have not been published per this document are NOT guaranteed to be
available for registration. Examples of how a name can be established outside of registration are: 1) if it has been
listed in a nursery catalogue, 2) sold online under the name in question, or 3) a Plant Patent or Plant Breeders’
Rights has been issued. Any of these scenarios might be sufficient to establish a name such that no one else can
register a hosta using that name.

AHS Name Reservation Policy
As the Code has no provision for name reservations, each plant society develops its own policies. To alleviate
confusion, The American Hosta Society (AHS) adopted a formal policy on name reservations that was published in
the Registrations 2013 issue. After periodic revisions, the current name reservation policy is as follows. “A
cultivar name is reserved through the AHS Registrar. The reserved name does not require descriptive information,
will be protected for a one time period of three years, and requires a $10 reservation fee. A maximum of 15
reserved names may be held concurrently by any one registrant.” Similar to the section titled “Cultivar Name
Establishment,” a reservation is NOT a guarantee, it is a place holder that limits the ability for another person to
register a plant using your reserved name. This protection does not extend into the three areas where names may be
established outside of registration.

Flowering Periods
Flowering periods may be entered using the codes per Key A (see instruction page of registration form) or using a
“start-peak-finish” format (both options are available). If both types are entered, the more accurate “start-peakfinish” information will appear in the formal registration.
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Clump Sizes
There have been multiple changes in the registration form and the information required to adequately describe plant
size. An option to indicate a general size description (miniature, small, medium, large and giant) was allowed at
one point early on. After input and discussion, this option was discontinued in preference for utilizing dimensional
measurements to indicate a plant’s width and height. This will remain standard policy, with the understanding that
dimensions reflect clump size at the age and location recorded in each registration.

Color Selection for Leaf and Margins
Commentary upon determining accurate margin or leaf colors was published in the Registrations 2008 and 2009
issues. While no color charts have been provided online, we recommend using charts provided by the Royal
Horticultural Society when concerns about color arise. In this year’s registrations, leaf colors contain references to
the RHS Colour Charts in parentheses following the color descriptive text. See H. ‘Blue Mountains’ for an
example where “…moderate greenish-blue (122A RHS Chart)” appears within the Leaf details.

Indicating Ploidy in Registrations
A comprehensive discussion regarding ploidy was printed in the Registrations 2009 thru 2011 issues. Current
policy prohibits the inclusion of ploidy terminology within registrations unless scientifically verified.

Cumulative Index to Hosta Registrations
The Cumulative Index of registered hostas is now provided as a stand-alone document and can be found at
http://www.hostaregistrar.org/hosta_registration_lists.html. Commencing with the 2016 index, each registration
references the year it was registered (instead of the previous practice of listing THJ Volume and Registration
Issue). Additionally, each entry now references all years in which corrections or additions have been published.

Plant Patents, Plant Breeders’ Rights and Establishment
The Code, page 64, under DIVISION IV: REGISTRATION OF NAMES states:
3) A statutory plant registration authority is an organization established by national legal enactment or by
international treaty, which, as part of its remit, establishes variety denominations or other names for
plants. Names established by statutory plant registration authorities must be cited in the relevant register
and checklist.
A table of all hosta cultivars known to be established per statutory authorities is now included as Appendix A of the
Cumulative Index. Cultivars listed therein are “established” via the legal protection(s) shown and thus are not
available for use by anyone other than the original applicant. See previous section (titled Complete Index to Hosta
Registrations) for the web address where a copy of the latest Cumulative Index can be retrieved.

Corrections and Comments
H. ‘Bill Brincka’ (1988) – was registered with incorrect Registrant’s name.
Corrected name is: W. Brincka (R)
H. ‘Bluebigwa’ (2019) – was originally registered with incomplete parentage details. Corrected information
is: Parentage: H. ‘Abiqua Drinking Gourd’ × H. ‘Blue Umbrellas’
H. ‘Enchanted Mist’ (2015) – was originally registered with incorrect leaf coloration. Corrected information
is: Leaf: ... white, with 0 to .5in wide, flat medium green margins ...
H. ‘Grand Canyon’ (1995) – was registered with incorrect Originator and Registrant information.
Corrected information is: O. Petryszyn & W. Brincka (OR)
H. ‘Great Plains’ (1994) – was registered with incorrect Originator and Registrant information.
Corrected information is: W. Brincka & O. Petryszyn (OR)
H. ‘Green with Envy’ (2000) – was registered with an incorrect spelling for Originator and Nominant.
Corrected information is: I. Chrystal (ON)
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H. ‘Kiwi Blue Ruffles’ (1999) – was originally registered with incorrect leaf size. Corrected information is:
Leaf: 7.5in (19cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide
H. ‘Lipstick Blonde’ (2012) – was originally registered with incorrect leaf size. Corrected information is:
Leaf: 7.0in (17.8cm) long; 2.9in (7.3cm) wide
H. ‘Little Caesar’ (2000) – was registered with an incorrect spelling for Introducer
Corrected information is: I. Chrystal & S. Bond (I)
H. ‘Manhattan’ (1994) – was registered with incorrect Originator and Registrant information.
Corrected information is: W. Brincka & O. Petryszyn (OR)
H. ‘My Lucky Star’ (2012) – was originally registered with incorrect leaf size. Corrected information is:
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide
H. ‘Streets of Gold’ (2006) – was originally registered with incomplete parentage. Corrected information is:
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Mammoth’ × H. ‘Golden Medallion’
H. ‘Sum it Up’ (1999) – was originally registered with a typographical error and should have been registered
as H. ‘Sum It Up’ (capital letter on It)
H. ‘The High Life’ (2012) – was originally registered with incorrect coloration. Corrected information is:
Leaf: ... vein pairs; golden yellow with variable width dark green, flat margins;
H. ‘Wiggle Worms’ (2009) – was originally registered with incorrect leaf size. Corrected information is:
Leaf: 7 to 10in (17.8 to 25.4cm) long; .5 to 1.5in (1.3 to 3.8cm) wide
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A
H. ‘A Dash of Lemon’

O. Walker & C. Potts (ONR)
Sienna Hosta (I)
Plant: 19.7in (50m) diameter; 11.8in (30m) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 3.9in (10cm) long; 2.8in (7cm) wide; 9 vein pairs; green
with 0.4in (1cm) wide, light yellow, slightly rippled margins;
slightly shiny on top; dull underneath; ovate.
Scape: 7.9 to 11.8in (20 to 30cm) high; green
Flower: 1.6in (4cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped; Jun 1 to
Jul 15; Knaphill, Surrey, UK
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown
Clump History: original sport; 3 yrs old; Knaphill, Surrey, UK
Notable Characteristics: Emerges with just the right “dash of
lemon” on the leaf margins. Yellow margins turn green and the
center gets brighter over time (or with more sun).
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: over time (or given more sun) the center is
brighter yellow
H. ‘Above the Clouds’ H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 59in (149.9cm) diameter; 25in (63.5cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; blue with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly
corrugated overall.
Scape: 30 to 38in (76.2 to 96.5cm) high; blue
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; petals are near white
with pale lavender interior stripes; tubular; Zeeland, MI;
7/15 - 7/22 - 8/1
Seed: no pods observed
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Rounded leaves, blue color, formal
habit.
Parentage: H. ‘Silver Moon’ × H. ‘Liberty’
H. ‘Apostel’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 24.4in (62cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.3in (21cm) long; 7.1in (18cm) wide; 9 to 11 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; relatively flat
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: red speckles at the base
Scape: 22.4 to 25.6in (57 to 65cm) high; green; small,
variegated bracts close to each bulbous bud.
Flower: 1.1in (2.9cm) long; deep purple with dark purple inner
lines and white at the base; tubular; Ganderkesee, Germany;
7/21 - 8/10 - 8/24
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Ganderkesee,
Germany
Notable Characteristics: Large greenish yellow leaves with
partly serrated margins. Dual colored flowers, very short
seedpods, very sun tolerant, greener when grown in more shade
and occasionally produces multi-branched scapes.
Parentage: H. ‘Sum and Substance’ × OP
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H. ‘Ava Ann’
J. Heinz (ONIR)
Plant: 31in (78.7cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; broadly ovate
with cordate base; lightly cupped and wavy overall.
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; June 1 to
July 15; Independence, IA
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original seedling; 4 yrs old; Independence, IA
Notable Characteristics: Medium sized clump of bright leaves
with prominent inflorescence leaves.
Parentage: Sdlg of streaked sport of H. ‘Tea and Crumpets’ × OP
Seasonal Color: turns more chartreuse by late summer
H. ‘Avocado Toast’
R. Solberg (ONIR)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs;
dark green with 1in (2.5cm) wide yellow flat margins; slightly
shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly corrugated and moderately cupped overall.
Petiole Characteristics: beet red petiole color extends up the
mid-rib nearly to the center of the leaf
Scape: 28 to 30in (71.1 to 76.2cm) high; very dark purple
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Franklinton, NC;
7/20 - 8/1 - 8/15
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original sport; 2 years old; Franklinton, NC
Notable Characteristics: Uniquely colored green leaves with
wide yellow margins are cupped and puckered. Rich purple
flowers and deep purple scapes.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lemon Snap’
Seasonal Color: margins become greenish yellow in summer

B
H. ‘Baby Blanket’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 46in (116.8cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 14in (35.6cm) long; 12in (30.5cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs; greenish yellow with slightly rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly folded and corrugated with a velvety
smooth appearance.
Scape: 18 to 24in (45.7 to 61cm) high; light green with glaucous
bloom
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender with lavender center
stripe surrounded by white, alternate petals have translucent
margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 7/3 - 7/12 - 7/20
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Low mound of huge, velvety,
greenish yellow leaves that cover the ground like a blanket.
Parentage: H. ‘Sum of All’ × H. ‘Sum and Substance’
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H. ‘Baby Boo’
R. Daykin (ONIR)
Plant: 7.9in (20cm) diameter; 3.1in (8cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 1.8in (5cm) long; 1.6in (4cm) wide; greenish white with
variable width blue green, flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
dull underneath; nearly round.
Flower: pale purple; Jun 1 to Jul 15; West Yorkshire, UK
Clump History: original sport; 3 yrs old; West Yorkshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ leaf with a
greenish white flash fading to light greenish yellow flash up the
mid-rib.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’
Seasonal Color: center fades to green as season progresses
H. ‘Beautiful Night’
M. Dammen (ONIR)
Plant: 44in (111.8cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 12 vein pairs;
medium blue green; with 2in (5.1cm) wide yellow/white slightly
rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately
corrugated overall.
Scape: 28 to 32in (71.1 to 81.3cm) high
Flower: near white; tubular; Hollandale, MN; 6/25 - 7/5 - 7/15
Clump History: original sport; 5 years old; Hollandale, MN
Notable Characteristics: Large clump of medium blue green
leaves with yellow turning white margins and minor streaking
where the two colors meet. More vigorous and grows larger than
its parent H. ‘Rotini’ due to having more blue green foliage.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Rotini’
Seasonal Color: yellow margins early turn white over the season
H. ‘Beauty Mark’ M. Zilis (O), E. Schulz (NR), J. White (I)
Plant: 52in (132.1cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 11.5in (29.2cm) long; 8.5in (21.6cm) wide; 13 to 14 vein
pairs; medium green with moderately rippled margins; slightly
shiny on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
lightly cupped, wavy and corrugated overall with deeply
impressed veins.
Scape: 28 to 34in (71.1 to 86.4cm) high; green
Flower: 1.1in (2.8cm) long; medium lavender with splash of
white on interior of each petal; tubular; Dubuque, IA; 7/12 7/30 - 8/18
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Dubuque, IA
Notable Characteristics: Dense mass of flowers with rare seed
set atop a mound of deeply veined leaves with pie crusted
margins.
Parentage: H. ‘Rosedale Dough Boy’ × H. ‘Korean Snow’
Seasonal Color: holds medium green color all season
H. ‘Best Friend’ D. Dean (OI), P. Weidman (N), D. Poos (R)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 8.5in (21.6cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
intense blue green with slightly wavy margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; ovate with cordate base.
Petiole Characteristics: green with slight burgundy speckling
Scape: 10 to 12in (25.4 to 30.5cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender with translucent
margins; bell-shaped; Ramsey, MN; 7/15 - 8/1 - 8/15
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods

Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Strong substance and long-lasting
intense blue green color.
Parentage: H. ‘Astral Bliss’ × H. ‘Purple Verticulated Elf’
H. ‘Betty Boop’
R. Hatt (ONIR)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
pure white with 1in (2.5cm) wide dark green very lightly rippled
margins; slightly shiny on top; very shiny underneath; ovate with
tapered base; moderately twisted and wavy overall with a third
light green color between the center and margin.
Petiole Characteristics: all three leaf colors extend down the
petioles
Scape: 40 to 45in (101.6 to 114.3cm) high; dark green; bracts are
bright white in the center
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; white with very light purple interior
streaks; tubular; Merrimac, MA; 7/16 - 7/24 - 8/1
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 4 years old; Merrimac, MA
Notable Characteristics: Unique tri-color leaves. Bright white
centers are highlighted by dark green margins with brightly
contrasting light green streaking between the two.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Bi Yu Jin Guang’
Zhiyang Liu (ONIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high;
rhizomatous; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 9.8in (24.9cm) long; 5.8in (14.7cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein
pairs; medium green with 0.2in (0.5cm) wide golden yellow
slightly rippled margins; very shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; lightly twisted and
wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: short green petioles
Scape: 17 to 19in (43.2 to 48.3cm) high; light green
Flower: medium lavender with translucent margins; funnelshaped; fragrant; Harbin/Heilongjiang, China; 7/15 - 7/20 - 7/25
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original seedling; 3 years old;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China
Notable Characteristics: Can reproduce from seed and has
consistently stable golden margins.
Parentage: H. ‘Shen Qi Shi Jie’ × H. ‘Tan Xian’
Seasonal Color: colors deepen after autumn
H. ‘Big Beaulieu’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 38in (96.5cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high;
rhizomatous; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 8in (20.3cm) wide; 10-11 vein pairs;
blue green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base;
lightly cupped with widely spaced veins.
Petiole Characteristics: lighter green on the back
Scape: 24 to 30in (61 to 76.2cm) high; green with glaucous
bloom
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; medium lavender with lavender
center stripe narrowly surrounded by white, alternate petals have
translucent margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 6/30 - 7/8 - 7/22
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
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Notable Characteristics: Medium sized mound of blue green
nearly round leaves. Glaucous bloom gives a velvety
appearance.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Umbrellas’ × OP
H. ‘Black Belgium’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 37in (94cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; very dark green with flat margins; dull on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base; very thick
substance, lightly twisted and moderately corrugated overall.
Scape: 22 to 24in (55.9 to 61cm) high; dark green
Flower: near white with light lavender stripe down the center of
each petal; tubular; Jul 15 to Aug 15; De Pere, WI
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Very thick, almost black heart-shaped
leaves that are moderately corrugated with a slight twist at the tip.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Blue Elf’
H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 11in (27.9cm) diameter; 4in (10.2cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5in (8.9cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
intense blue green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with rounded base;
slight convex cupping overall.
Scape: 3 to 5in (7.6 to 12.7cm) high; blue green
Flower: 0.8in (1.9cm) long; near white; tubular; Zeeland, MI;
6/18 - 6/25 - 7/13
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Small hosta with very thick blue
leaves
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ × H. ‘Osiris Obscur’
H. ‘Blue Mountains’ P. Warmerdam (O), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 40in (101.6cm) diameter; 24in (61cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 8.5in (21.6cm) wide; 17 to 18 vein
pairs; moderate greenish blue (122A RHS Chart) with flat
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly corrugated with deeply
impressed veins and slightly shiny over the glaucous bloom.
Scape: 22 to 24in (55.9 to 61cm) high; pale blue
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white; tubular; Pleasant Hill,
MO; 6/4 - 6/11 - 6/28
Seed: sets viable seed; frosty green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 11 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Upright clump of powdery blue green
leaves that hold their bluish cast well throughout the season.
Parentage: H. sieboldiana ‘Elegans’ × H. ‘Halcyon’
Seasonal Color: if sited in shade it will retain its glaucous blue
coating quite late in the season
H. ‘Bluebird of Happiness’
R. Solberg (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
intense blue green with rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with rounded base;
moderately twisted & wavy and deeply folded overall.
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Scape: 16 to 18in (40.6 to 45.7cm) high; blue
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Franklinton,
NC; 7/10 - 7/15 - 7/25
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Franklinton, NC
Notable Characteristics: Very blue leaves with heavy substance
that are twisted and folded like a Bird of Paradise plant.
Parentage: H. ‘Touch of Class’ × OP
H. ‘Bohemian Queen’
D. Bowe (ONIR)
Plant: 40in (101.6cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; light green with moderately rippled margins; slightly
shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly corrugated and moderately wavy overall.
Scape: 29 to 35in (73.7 to 88.9cm) high; light green
Flower: 3in (7.6cm) long; medium lavender with white star
pattern inside throat; tubular, flares widely (almost spidery);
Chagrin Falls, OH; 7/23 - 7/30 - 8/15
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Chagrin Falls, OH
Notable Characteristics: Leaf shape derived from
H. ‘Manhattan’. Shiny, bright, rippled green foliage and large
fragrant, lavender flowers. Buds and bracts have a distinctive
purple hue on somewhat recumbent scapes.
Parentage: H. ‘Manhattan’ × H. plantaginea
H. ‘Bookoo Waves’
K. Dye (ONIR)
Plant: 59.1in (150cm) diameter; 39.4in (100cm) high; mound
like; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 16.1in (41cm) long; 11.8in (30cm) wide; 14 vein pairs;
dark green with heavily rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately wavy
overall.
Scape: 27.6 to 29.5in (70 to 75cm) high; light green
Flower: 2.4in (6cm) long; near white with pale lavender interior
stripes and base; tubular; Mapleton, IL; 7/8 - 7/23 - 8/10
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 20 years old; Mapleton, IL
Notable Characteristics: Larger and more substance than either
parent.
Parentage: H. ‘Lakeside Ripples’ × H. ‘Permanent Wave’
H. ‘Breakwater’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 15 vein pairs;
medium blue green with variable up to 2in (5.1cm) wide, yellow
flat margins; slightly shiny on top; dull underneath; broadly
ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped & folded and moderately
corrugated overall.
Scape: 15 to 18in (38.1 to 45.7cm) high; light green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white with very pale lavender
stripes; bell-shaped; Zionsville, IN; 6/1 - 6/15 - 6/30
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 20 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Pointed, heart shaped leaves exhibit
strong contrasting spring colors. The bright yellow margins cut
deeply into the center in a flame-like pattern.
Parentage: H. montana sdlg × OP
Seasonal Color: yellow margins turn white in the summer
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H. ‘Brother Don’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 17in (43.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 13in (33cm) long; 8.5in (21.6cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein
pairs; medium green with flat margins; shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly
folded, wavy and corrugated overall with prominent veins.
Petiole Characteristics: dark green with lighter green down the
center
Scape: 26 to 28in (66 to 71.1cm) high; light green
Flower: 2.8in (7.1cm) long; near white with hint of lavender
veins and translucent margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI;
7/10 - 7/18 - 7/30
Seed: sets seeds, viability not submitted; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Shiny, emerald green leaves are
deeply veined with occasional areas of corrugation that increase
throughout the season.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Umbrellas’ × H. ‘Satisfaction’
H. ‘Buffalo Designer Genes’
D. & M. Zubrik (ONIR)
Plant: 11.8in (30cm) diameter; 8.9in (22.5cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.3in (11cm) long; 3.1in (8cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with tapered base; lightly corrugated
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dark red petioles held outstretched
Scape: 23.6 to 25.6in (60 to 65cm) high; dark burgundy
Flower: 1.6in (4cm) long; deep purple; striped; bell-shaped; Jun
1 to Jul 15; Ziar nad Hronom, Slovak Republic
Seed: sets viable seed; purple green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Ziar nad
Hronom, Slovak Republic
Notable Characteristics: Nice yellow slightly wrinkled heartshaped leaves held on strong red petioles. Tall burgundy scapes
with profuse purple flowers.
Parentage: H. ‘Designer Genes’ × OP
Seasonal Color: viridescent eventually, but holds its yellow
color most of the season
H. ‘Buffalo Ice Mouse’
D. & M. Zubrik (ONIR)
Plant: 13.8in (35cm) diameter; 7.9in (20cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 2.8in (7cm) long; 2.4in (6cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
medium blue green with 0.1in (0.2cm) wide white flat margins;
dull on top; dull underneath; nearly round with rounded base;
relatively flat overall.
Scape: 7.9 to 9.8in (20 to 25cm) high; green
Flower: 0.8in (2cm) long; pale lavender; striped; bell-shaped;
Jul 15 to Aug 15; Ziar nad Hronom, Slovak Republic
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Ziar nad Hronom,
Slovak Republic
Notable Characteristics: Striking white line for the borders that
occasionally extends into the leaf blade.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’
H. ‘Buffalo Spring Beauty’
D. & M. Zubrik (ONIR)
Plant: 25.6in (65cm) diameter; 17.7in (45cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5in (14cm) long; 3.1in (8cm) wide; 6 to 8 vein pairs;
white with 1in (2.5cm) wide dark green slightly rippled margins;

dull on top; dull underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively
flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: center white color extends down the
entire petiole
Scape: 15.7 to 23.6in (40 to 60cm) high; white
Flower: 1.6in (4cm) long; pale lavender; striped; tubular; Jul 15
to Aug 15; Ziar nad Hronom, Slovak Republic
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 5 years old; Ziar nad Hronom,
Slovak Republic
Notable Characteristics: Emerges chartreuse with creamy
white centers changing over the season to dark green with white
centers.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Risky Business’
Seasonal Color: see Notable Characteristics

C
H. ‘Celadon Rainbow’
K. Dye (ONIR)
Plant: 7.1in (18cm) diameter; 3.9in (10cm) high; rhizomatous;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 3.7in (9.5cm) long; 2in (5cm) wide; 5 vein pairs; creamy
white with variable width, medium blue green, slightly rippled
margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
elliptical with tapered base;
Petiole Characteristics: variegation continues down the entire
petiole.
Scape: 9.1 to 9.8in (23 to 25cm) high; light green
Flower: 1.6in (4cm) long; medium lavender with pale interior
striping; tubular; Mapleton, IL; 7/15 - 8/1 - 8/15
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Mapleton, IL
Notable Characteristics: Small variegated hosta with good
substance. Each leaf has four to five distinct colors.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Celadon Treasure’

I. Chrystal (O)
J. Colley & J. Baker (NIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 29in (73.7cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.2in (23.4cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
dark green with 1 to 1.5in (2.5 to 3.8cm) wide creamy yellow &
creamy white, slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; ovate with cordate base; moderately wavy overall
with varying shades of green between the center and margin
colours.
Scape: 30 to 33in (76.2 to 83.8cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender and slightly darker
purple on interior; bell-shaped; Lindford, Hampshire, UK;
6/20 - 7/7 - 7/28
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Lasting celadon streaks and nice
texture.
Parentage: H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ sdlg × OP
Seasonal Color: multiple colours hold well into autumn
H. ‘Chili Fries’
R. Solberg (ONIR)
Plant: 16in (40.6cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
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Leaf: 6.5in (16.5cm) long; 0.8in (1.9cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.1in (0.2cm) wide yellow slightly rippled
margins; slightly shiny on top; glaucous bloom underneath; lanceshaped with tapered base; moderately folded and intensely wavy
overall.
Scape: 23 to 26in (58.4 to 66cm) high; purple
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; medium lavender with purple stripes;
tubular; Franklinton, NC; 7/10 - 7/20 - 8/10
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Franklinton, NC
Notable Characteristics: Narrow ruffled green leaves with a thin
yellow margin.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Curly Fries’
H. ‘Color Fairy’
R. Hatt (ONIR)
Plant: 14in (35.6cm) diameter; 6in (15.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
color varies from green to yellow to cream with 0.1 to 0.5in (0.2
to 1.3cm) wide dark green slightly rippled margins; slightly
shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate with cordate base;
lightly wavy overall and very lightly corrugated late in the
season.
Scape: 20 to 22in (50.8 to 55.9cm) high; medium green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; pale lavender; large bulbous pale
purple buds; tubular; Merrimac, MA; 8/1 - 8/10 - 8/20
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Merrimac, MA
Notable Characteristics: Leaves start out green with slightly
darker margins. Leaf centers fade slowly through lighter shades
of green, yellow & cream. Margins appear to get darker as the
centers fade. An ever evolving (kaleidoscopic) array of colors
and textures.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Yellow Polka Dot Bikini’
Seasonal Color: leaf centers fade from green to yellow to cream
throughout the season
H. ‘Cotton Fluff’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 26in (66cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein pairs;
dark green with 0.5 to 2in (1.3 to 5.1cm) wide, creamy white
speckled with dark green, slightly rippled margins; slightly
shiny on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly twisted & wavy and moderately cupped &
corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: Speckled margins extend down the petioles
Scape: 18 to 20in (45.7 to 50.8cm) high; dark green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; near white with light purple
striping; tubular; Jul 15 to Aug 15; De Pere, WI
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown
Clump History: original sport; 5 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Dark green centers with variable
width, feathered, heavily misted creamy white margins.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Cotton Candy’
H. ‘Country Candied Confection’ D. Dean (OR), J. Spece (NI)
Plant: 38in (96.5cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 5.8in (14.6cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
medium blue green with heavily rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with
cordate base; lightly twisted & convexly cupped, and deeply
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wavy & corrugated overall.
Scape: 17 to 20in (43.2 to 50.8cm) high; medium blue green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; interior has medium
lavender centers with white throat and margins; bell-shaped;
Ramsey, MN; 8/3 - 8/12 - 8/18
Seed: sets viable seed; slightly blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 13 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Medium sized dense mound of wavy
blue, white backed leaves. From a forced piece of ‘Candy Dish’.
Parentage: (H. ‘Frosted Dimples’ × H. ‘Sea Frolic’) ×
H. ‘Candy Dish’
H. ‘Country Confessions’
J. Spece (ONIR)
Plant: 59in (149.9cm) diameter; 21in (53.3cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 8in (20.3cm) wide; 11 to 13 vein
pairs; greenish yellow with 2in (5.1cm) wide yellow flat
margins; dull on top; nearly round with cordate base; lightly
cupped & wavy and heavily corrugated overall.
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; near white; tubular; Jun 1 - Jul 15;
Independence, IA
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original sport; 8 yrs old; Independence, IA
Notable Characteristics: Extra wide yellow margins surround a
shadowy chartreuse leaf center. Good substance.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Faith’
Seasonal Color: colors turn more chartreuse later in the season
H. ‘Country Fine Print’
J. Spece (ONIR)
Plant: 39in (99.1cm) diameter; 19in (48.3cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 7.8in (19.7cm) wide; 13 to 14 vein
pairs; creamy white with 3.5 in (8.9cm) wide medium green
moderately rippled margins; dull on top; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly cupped, twisted, wavy and corrugated
overall.
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Jun 1- Jul 15; Independence, IA
Seed: sets non-viable seeds; white pods
Clump History: original sport; 7 yrs old; Independence, IA
Notable Characteristics: Very narrow creamy white centers
differentiate this from its parent.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lakeside Paisley Print’
Seasonal Color: creamy centers turn white
H. ‘Country River Rapids’
D. Dean (OIR), J. Spece (N)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 17in (43.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4.8in (12.1cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
medium blue green with 0.3in (0.6cm) wide yellow heavily
rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly twisted &
folded, moderately corrugated and deeply wavy overall with
downward curling tips.
Scape: 19 to 24in (48.3 to 61cm) high; lightly speckled burgundy
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender; interior has medium
lavender stripes and pale lavender margins; tubular; Ramsey,
MN; 8/14 - 8/22 - 9/2
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Wavy blue green leaves with variable
width margins. Blue holds late into the season.
Parentage: (H. ‘Swoosh’ sdlg × H. ‘High Kicker’) × H. ‘Astral
Bliss’
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Seasonal Color: margins fade to pale yellow over the season
H. ‘Country Sun Drop’
J. Spece (ONIR)
Plant: 34in (86.4cm) diameter; 13 in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; broadly ovate
with rounded base; lightly cupped, wavy and corrugated overall.
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Jun 1 - Jul 15;
Independence, IA
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original seedling; 8 yrs old; Independence, IA
Notable Characteristics: Compact clump of chartreuse foliage
that brightens to sunny yellow later. Large flowers on tall
straight scapes, good growth rate.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: early chartreuse color quickly brightens to a
sunny yellow
H. ‘Cowboy Drinking Cup’
J. Gamradt (ONIR)
Plant: 37in (94cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 10 to 12 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; very shiny on top; broadly
ovate with cordate base; moderately cupped overall.
Flower: near white; Jun 1 to Jul 15; Apple Valley, MN
Clump History: original seedling; 5 yrs old; Apple Valley, MN
Notable Characteristics: Shiny green leaves are cupped like
‘Abiqua Drinking Gourd’.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Crinkled Creature’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 50in (127cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12.5in (31.8cm) long; 8.3in (21cm) wide; 12 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top;
slightly shiny underneath; broadly ovate with flat base; lightly
wavy and intensely corrugated overall.
Scape: 37 to 40in (94 to 101.6cm) high; light green
Flower: 2.1in (5.3cm) long; pale lavender; white edges surround
pale lavender centers; bell-shaped; Monroeville, OH; 7/10 - 7/19
- 7/28
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: First flush of leaves has intense
crinkling. Emerging leaves are so crinkly they look like tiny
aliens. Very last to emerge - never any frost damage.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Cupid’s Bow’
D. Bowe (ONIR)
Plant: 17in (43.2cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5in (8.9cm) long; 2.3in (5.8cm) wide; 8 vein pairs; blue
with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; ovate with flat base; lightly cupped & wavy, and
moderately folded overall.
Petiole Characteristics: narrow blue petioles
Scape: 19 to 20in (48.3 to 50.8cm) high; blue
Flower: 1.4in (3.6cm) long; near white; tubular; Chagrin Falls,
OH; 7/13 - 7/17 - 7/23
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 yrs old; Chagrin Falls, OH
Notable Characteristics: Small blue with arrow shaped leaves

in a tight clump. Same leaf shape as H. ‘Tot Tot’ but larger.
Parentage: H. ‘Powderpuff’ × H. ‘Tot Tot’
Seasonal Color: leaves change to dark blue green over the season

D
H. ‘Dancing Crane’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 35in (88.9cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.8in (24.8cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; ovate with cordate base; moderately wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: deep red speckles extend ¾ up each petiole
Scape: 26 to 30in (66 to 76.2cm) high; yellow green blushed pink
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; pale lavender; translucent margins;
bell-shaped; Ramsey, MN; 7/16 - 7/24 - 8/4
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Upright yellow with cascading shape
early becomes a flared mound of greenish yellow leaves later.
Heavily speckled red petioles and blushed scapes provide nice
contrast.
Pod Parent: {[(H. ‘Liberty Bell’ × (H. ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ × H.
pycnophylla)) × H. ‘Ebony Spires’] × H. ‘Astral Bliss’} × [(H.
‘Liberty Bell’ × (H. ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ × H. pycnophylla)) × (H.
‘Liberty Bell’ × H. yingeri)]
Pollen Parent: (H. ‘Grand Slam’ × OP) × H. ‘Fluted Fountain’
Seasonal Color: turns greenish yellow over the season
H. ‘Dream Queen’

J. van den Top (ONI)
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 34in (86.4cm) diameter; 19in (48.3cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6 to 9in (15.2 to 22.9 cm) long; 6.5 to 8in (16.5 to 20.3
cm) wide; 16 to 19 vein pairs; light yellow-green (145B RHS
Chart) with 1 to 3in (2.5 to 7.6cm) wide moderate blue (116B
RHS Chart), flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; broadly ovate to nearly round with cordate
base; lightly cupped & corrugated and moderately wavy overall.
Scape: 20 to 24in (50.8 to 61cm) high; pale yellowish green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white with very pale lavender
stripes on interior of petals; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 6/5 6/15 - 6/28
Seed: sets viable seed; pale yellowish green pods
Clump History: unknown history; 17 years old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Large upright clump of thick leaves
hosts a third green color between the yellowish green “flamelike” centers and the very wide blue green margins.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Great Expectations’
Seasonal Color: centers appear whiter later in the season (close
to 160C on the RHS Chart)
H. ‘Dreamworld’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly
twisted & wavy and moderately cupped, folded and corrugated
overall.
Scape: 18 to 24in (45.7 to 61cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale purple; very pale lavender
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petals with medium purple stripes; tubular; Zionsville, IN;
7/10 - 7/20 - 8/1
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Light to medium green heart-shaped
leaves early, develop greenish yellow mottling and streaks
throughout the season.
Parentage: sdlg of H. ‘Gaijin’ × OP
Seasonal Color: greenish yellow mottling and streaks appear
throughout the season

E
H. ‘Echo the Sun’
H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 44in (111.8cm) diameter; 19in (48.3cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs; yellow with rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; lightly cupped and
wavy overall.
Scape: 18 to 27in (45.7 to 68.6cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender with very pale interior
stripes; tubular; Zeeland, MI; 7/11 - 7/25 - 8/1
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Beautiful yellow heart-shaped leaves
with nicely rippled margins.
Parentage: (H. rupifraga streaked hybrid × H. ‘Dancing
Queen’) × [gold hybrid × H9-57 (H. ‘Neptune’ × H. ‘Fulda’)]
H. ‘Elf Arrows’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 10in (25.4cm) diameter; 4in (10.2cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 4in (10.2cm) long; 0.8in (1.9cm) wide; 4 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.2in (0.5cm) wide yellow turning white,
rippled margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
lance-shaped with tapered base; moderately folded overall.
Petiole Characteristics: margin coloration extends down the
petioles
Scape: 12 to 18in (30.5 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale purple; white throat bisected
with purple stripes; spider; Zionsville, IN; 7/15 - 7/30 - 8/15
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Small to miniature clump of thin
pointed medium green blades are highlighted with rippled
yellow margins in the spring that turn white later.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: yellow margins turn white later
H. ‘Emerald Chalice’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 19in (48.3cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 8.5in (21.6cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
medium green with moderately rippled margins; very shiny on
top; very shiny underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
deeply cupped with widely spaced veins.
Scape: 30 to 36in (76.2 to 91.4cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender, alternate petals have
white surrounding the pale lavender centers and translucent
margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 7/26 - 8/10 - 8/16
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
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Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Very shiny heart-shaped leaves are
cupped and rippled with widely spaced veins.
Parentage: H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ × H. ‘Paradigm’
Seasonal Color: darkens slightly throughout the season
H. ‘Epic Neon Crème’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 19in (48.3cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
yellow green with moderately rippled margins; glaucous bloom
on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base;
lightly folded overall.
Scape: 26 to 30in (66 to 76.2cm) high; light green with glaucous
bloom
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Eau Claire,
WI; 6/18 - 6/28 - 7/10
Seed: sets seeds, viability not submitted; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Creamy yellow-green leaves with
prominent veins and moderately rippled margins.
Parentage: H. ‘Sum and Substance’ × H. ‘Sagae’
H. ‘Erikson Debut’
P. Erikson (ONIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 7 vein pairs;
medium green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on
top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate; lightly wavy overall.
Scape: 17 to 18in (43.2 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1in (2.5cm) long; pale lavender with darker lavender
stripes; tubular; Langley, B.C., Canada; 7/12 - 8/1 - 8/15
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Langley, B.C.,
Canada
Notable Characteristics: Shiny leaves with deep veins. Slug
resistant.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Elvis Lives’
H. ‘Erikson Encore’
P. Erikson (ONIR)
Plant: 16in (40.6cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5in (8.9cm) long; 1.3in (3.2cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
dark green with 0.1in (0.3cm) wide, creamy white, slightly
rippled margins; dull on top; dull underneath; ovate.
Scape: 15 to 16in (38.1 to 40.6cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender with white stripes;
tubular; Langley, B.C., Canada; 7/20 - 7/30 - 8/12
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Langley, B.C.,
Canada
Notable Characteristics: Interesting streaking through the
green portion of the leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Grand Prize’

F
H. ‘Finnegan’s Gold’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein pairs;
gold with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
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underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately cupped
and lightly twisted, wavy & corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: strong, upright
Scape: 16 to 20in (40.6 to 50.8cm) high; light green with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white with alternate petals
having translucent margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI;
6/20 - 7/9 - 7/20
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Cupped, twisted and corrugated gold
leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘First Dance’ H. Hansen (OR) Walters Gardens, Inc. (NI)
Plant: 74in (188cm) diameter; 32in (81.3cm) high; mound-like.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 13 vein pairs;
yellow with 0.5 to 1.5in (1.3 to 3.8cm) wide, green rippled
margins; dull on top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate with
cordate base; lightly wavy and very lightly corrugated overall.
Scape: 32 to 50in (81.3 to 127cm) high; yellow
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; near white with faint lavender
pattern in center of each petal; tubular; Zeeland, MI;
6/13 - 6/25 - 7/18
Seed: sets viable seed; greenish yellow pods
Clump History: original sport; 7 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Rippled leaves with varying width
green margins on bright yellow centers provide a graceful
appearance.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Dancing Queen’
Seasonal Color: contrast is greatest in the spring as the leaf
centers turn more green later in the season
H. ‘Floating on Air’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 38in (96.5cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein
pairs; intense blue green with slightly rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with
cordate base; lightly cupped and deeply corrugated overall.
Flower: near white; Jul 15 to Aug 15; De Pere, WI
Clump History: original seedling; 4 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Nearly round corrugated leaves lay out
in a fairly flat form that appears to be floating above the ground.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Fluff and Puff’
D. Dean (OIR), G. Lindheimer (N)
Plant: 23in (58.4cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5in (14cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with heavily rippled margins; slightly shiny on
top; slightly shiny underneath; nearly round with cordate base;
moderately wavy and corrugated overall.
Scape: 16 to 23in (40.6 to 58.4cm) high; light green; pale bracts
are blushed red
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white; very pale lavender
interior stripe and translucent margins; tubular; Ramsey, MN;
7/2 - 7/11 - 7/20
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Low growing, small sized clump of
heavily wrinkled and puckered yellow leaves.

Pod Parent: [(H. ‘Liberty Bell’ × (H. ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ × H.
pycnophylla)) × H. ‘Whimsey’] × (H. ‘Party Favor’ × H. ‘Grand
Slam’)
Pollen Parent: OP
Seasonal Color: becomes bright yellow as season progresses
H. ‘Fooled You’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 42in (106.7cm) diameter; 25in (63.5cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 8in (20.3cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein pairs;
yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; ovate with rounded base; lightly twisted overall.
Scape: very dark green
Flower: near white; Jul 15 to Aug 15; De Pere, WI
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Light green changing to intense yellow
leaves have a slight twist to the tips and retains light green color
along midrib. Has only flowered once.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: ermerges light green, turns intense yellow by
August
H. ‘Frensham Airbrush Paints’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 29.5in (74.9cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; moundlike; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 6.5in (16.5cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein
pairs; cream & yellow streaks on dark green leaf with flat
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate with flat base; lightly corrugated overall and
widely spaced veins.
Scape: 32 to 36in (81.3 to 91.4cm) high; dark green with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.2in (3cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/10 - 7/20 - 8/20
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Very leathery leaves, slug and snail
resistant, sun tolerant with dense clusters of pale lavender
flowers.
Parentage: H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × (H. yingeri × OP)
Seasonal Color: later in the season some celadon streaks occur
H. ‘Frensham Apple and Bramble Tart’ J. Colley & J. Baker
(ONIR)
Plant: 16.5in (41.9cm) diameter; 4.5in (11.4cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 6 vein pairs;
mostly yellow with blue green margins of variable width over
the season and slightly rippled; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; ovate with tapered base; lightly wavy
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: bright red early changing to reddish
purple
Scape: 8 to 10in (20.3 to 25.4cm) high; purple
Flower: 1in (2.5cm) long; medium lavender with interior white
stripe; bell-shaped; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 8/10 - 8/27 - 9/5
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Small, red-legged clump of two-toned
leaves.
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Parentage: H. longipes f. hypoglauca × sdlg of H. Tardiana
Group
Seasonal Color: emerges blue green then develops yellow
centers then turns blue green again by October
H. ‘Frensham Basking Viper’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 22in (55.9cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.8in (24.9cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; blue green with slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom
on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
occasionally twisted and intensely corrugated overall.
Scape: 18 to 19in (45.7 to 48.3cm) high; green
Flower: 2.1in (5.3cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 6/1 - 6/15 - 7/10
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Heavy corrugation with closely
spaced puckering and unruly foliage.
Parentage: H. ‘Peanut’ × OP
Seasonal Color: turns green in late summer or if exposed to
very bright light
H. ‘Frensham Cinnamon Turnover’ J. Colley & J. Baker
(ONIR)
Plant: 19in (48.3cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.2in (13.2cm) long; 2.2 to 3.5in (5.6 to 8.9cm) wide; 6
vein pairs; medium green with flat margins; very shiny on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with rounded base; relatively
flat overall with occasional twists and curls.
Petiole Characteristics: reddish purple to reddish brown
petioles
Scape: 17 to 20in (43.2 to 50.8cm) high; reddish brown
Flower: 1.8in (4.6cm) long; deep purple; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 8/21 - 9/5 - 10/10
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Red petioles hold up shiny leaves of
good substance with occasional curls or twists. Lasts well into
October.
Parentage: H. ‘Cinnamon Sticks’ × H. longipes f. hypoglauca
H. ‘Frensham Elderberry Gin’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 25in (63.5cm) diameter; 19.5in (49.5cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 10.2in (25.9cm) long; 3.2in (8.1cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein
pairs; dark blue with moderately rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with tapered
base; lightly folded and wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dark bluish purple with glaucous
bloom
Scape: 30 to 32in (76.2 to 81.3cm) high; bluish purple
Flower: 1.8in (4.6cm) long; near white; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/27 - 8/8 - 8/30
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Tall blue with white backed leathery
leaves. Thick bloom so the colour holds well, red legs and
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slug/snail resistant. Near white flowers are enhanced by the dark
scapes and creamy yellow bracts.
Parentage: H. hypoleuca sdlg × H. ‘Theo’s Blue’
Seasonal Color: turns dark blue green when exposed to bright
light and later in the season
H. ‘Frensham Firebolt’
J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 20.5in (52.1cm) diameter; 7.6in (19.3cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.8in (12.2cm) long; 1.4in (3.6cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
yellow, cream & white streaks on medium green leaf with flat
margins; very shiny on top; very shiny underneath; lance-shaped
with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 14 to 22in (35.6 to 55.9cm) high; green
Flower: 1.4in (3.6cm) long; deep purple; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/2 - 7/12 - 8/3
Seed: sets viable seed; reddish brown pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Relatively stable variegation, useful
in hybridizing either as pod or pollen parent, nice reddish pods.
Parentage: H. gracillima sdlg × OP
H. ‘Frensham Floral Tribute’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 17in (43.2cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 7 vein pairs;
green with flat margins; dull on top; slightly shiny underneath;
elliptical with rounded base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 22 to 25in (55.9 to 63.5cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; medium lavender; upward-facing
with striped flaring petals; bell-shaped; Lindford, Hampshire,
UK; 7/3 - 7/14 - 8/16
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Large upward-facing flowers with
striped petals are lovely against dark green leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Frensham Frosted Glass’

I. Chrystal (O)
J. Colley & J. Baker (NIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 2.8in (7cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs;
medium green; with 0.2 to 0.3in (0.5 to 0.8cm) wide creamy
white slightly rippled margins; shiny on top; dull underneath;
broadly ovate with flat base; lightly wavy overall.
Scape: 24 to 30in (61 to76.2cm) high; green
Flower: 1.3in (3.2cm) long; deep purple with long reddish
brown pedicels; tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK;
7/18 - 8/1 - 8/30
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: White irregular margins on broadly
ovate leaf with a weeping habit.
Parentage: H. yingeri × OP
Seasonal Color: light glaucous bloom disappears quickly
H. ‘Frensham Glow Worm’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 6in (15.2cm) diameter; 3in (7.6cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
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Leaf: 2.1in (5.3cm) long; 1.1in (2.8cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
streaky green and white with flat margins; dull on top; slightly
shiny underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 4 to 6in (10.2 to 15.2cm) high; green
Flower: .8in (2cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/23 - 8/8 - 8/28
Seed: sets non-viable seeds; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Good streaky addition to miniature
hostas. Pollen fertile. Needs divided every four years or so to
maintain streaky character.
Parentage: H. venusta × OP
H. ‘Frensham Gold Nugget’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.2in (15.8cm) long; 2.2in (5.6cm) wide; 6 vein pairs;
yellow green with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; lightly wavy
overall.
Scape: 22 to 24 in (55.9 to 61cm) high; brownish green
Flower: 1.6in (4.1cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 8/2 - 8/12 - 8/27
Clump History: original seedling; 12 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Pleasing appearance with bright
colour that lasts into October. Attractive blended hues of yellow
and green all season.
Parentage: H. ‘Ogon Koba’ × OP
Seasonal Color: emerges pale yellow green turning golden
yellow by mid-summer
H. ‘Frensham Gold Reserve’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 24.9in (63.2cm) diameter; 29.5in (74.9cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 5.9in (15cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
dark green streaked with golden yellow and creamy white with
flat margins; dull on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 36 to 38in (91.4 to 96.5cm) high; yellow green
Flower: 1.7in (4.3cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/15 - 7/30 - 8/15
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 8 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Very attractive colours with good
stability in variegation. Good as pollen parent for hybridizing.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gold Standard’
Seasonal Color: green speckling appears in non-green areas as
the season progresses
H. ‘Frensham Heart Beat’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 22.5in (57.2cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 6.2in (15.8cm) long; 3.8in (9.5cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
blue with very faint white outline on the flat margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 16 to 18in (40.6 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.9in (4.8cm) long; medium lavender with flaring
petals - some facing upwards; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 6/20 - 7/8 - 7/28

Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Large flowers with flaring petals are
nicely displayed against well-proportioned dark blue leaves.
Parentage: H. nakaiana sdlg × unnamed sdlg
H. ‘Frensham Icy Blue Waters’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 32.5in (82.6cm) diameter; 23in (58.4cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 11.1in (28.2cm) long; 8.3in (21.1cm) wide; 15 vein pairs;
icy blue with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; relatively
flat overall.
Scape: 20 to 23in (50.8 to 58.4cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/1 - 7/15 - 8/5
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Intense icy blue colour. One of the
bluest as compared to all Tardianas. Remains blue unless
watered from above.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: remains blue in semi-shade
H. ‘Frensham Lemon Crepes’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 38.8in (98.6cm) diameter; 22in (55.9cm) high; moundlike; slow growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19.1cm) long; 6.5in (16.5cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
dark green with 1 to 2in (2.5 to 5.1cm) wide creamy yellow flat
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate to nearly round with flat base; lightly corrugated
overall with widely spaced veins and some celadon streaks
between the center and margin colours.
Scape: 15 to 18in (38.1 to 45.7cm) high; pale green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; medium lavender; attractive buds
with dark shades of purple against pale lavender; tubular;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 7/15 - 8/1 - 8/20
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Leathery texture provides good
slug/snail resistance. Dense flower clusters. Some leaves are
very rounded while others are not so round - a bit like crepes.
Parentage: H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ sdlg × H. yingeri
Seasonal Color: blue green bloom fades in the heat leaving dark
green centers
H. ‘Frensham Lost Stork’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.8in (12.2cm) long; 1.7in (4.3cm) wide; 5 vein pairs; blue
green with 0.1 to 0.2in (0.3 to 0.5cm) wide creamy white flat
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
lance-shaped with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: red speckles on lower half
Scape: 15 to 18in (38.1 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.9in (4.8cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 9/2 - 9/10 - 10/3
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
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Notable Characteristics: Creamy white edge and blue green
centers of good substance on a smallish clump. Dark pistils on
late blooming flowers.
Parentage: sdlg of H. Tardiana Group × (H. yingeri × H.
longipes)
H. ‘Frensham Matcha Tea Sorbet’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 35in (88.9cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19.1cm) long; 4.7in (11.9cm) wide; 10 vein pairs;
light to medium green with slightly rippled margins; slightly
shiny on top; very shiny underneath; ovate with cordate base;
lightly wavy overall.
Scape: 19 to 25in (48.3 to 63.5cm) high; reddish brown
Flower: 1.8in (4.6cm) long; pale purple; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/15 - 8/6 - 8/22
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Shiny green rippled leaves flow from
erect reddish spotted petioles. Contrasting dark coloured
recumbent scapes hold light purple flowers.
Parentage: (H. longipes × H. yingeri) × OP
H. ‘Frensham Peanut Brittle’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 20.9in (53.1cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.1in (13cm) long; 4.7 in (11.9cm) wide; 10 vein pairs;
blue with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; deeply corrugated
overall.
Scape: 20 to 23in (50.8 to 58.4cm) high; pale green
Flower: 1.8in (4.6cm) long; near white with pale lavender tinge;
tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 6/20 - 7/10 - 8/5
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 12 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Heavy dimpling for a small hosta.
Nice blue colour with large dimples, good texture and cupped
leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown (found in a patch of H.
‘Floradora’)
Seasonal Color: will turn dark bluish green if exposed to strong
light
H. ‘Frensham Petit Four’
J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 10.2in (25.9cm) diameter; 4.8in (12.2cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 3.5in (8.9cm) long; 1.2in (3cm) wide; 5 vein pairs; blue
green with slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base;
lightly wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: purplish red petioles
Scape: 12.5 to 15in (31.8 to 38.1cm) high; pale green
Flower: 1in (2.5cm) long; pale purple; reblooms in October;
tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 6/15 - 7/1 - 7/15
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Mini-sized clump of blue green
leaves with wavy edges and red petioles, and some areas of
darker blue. Long lasting well into autumn and reblooms in
October.
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Parentage: (H. minor × H. longipes) × sdlg of H. Tardiana
Group
Seasonal Color: becomes slightly lighter as summer progresses
H. ‘Frensham Red Lime Cordial’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 29in (73.7cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.8in (17.3cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
lime green with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly wavy
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dark reddish brown speckling along
the entire petiole and up to 3 inches into the leaves
Scape: 12 to 14.5in (30.5 to 36.8cm) high; recumbent; dark
purple
Flower: 1.9in (4.8cm) long; deep purple; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/3 - 7/14 - 8/10
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Open clump. Dark reddish brown
petioles, purple recumbent scapes and deep purple flowers
contrast well with the limey green leaves.
Parentage: (H. pycnophylla x H. longipes) × H. longipes
H. ‘Frensham Redcurrant Jelly’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 17.5in (44.5cm) diameter; 12.5in (31.8cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 4.8in (12.2cm) long; 1.9in (4.8cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs;
blue green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; relatively
flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: bright red wine coloured early
changing to dull reddish brown later
Scape: 12 to 13in (30.5 to 33cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.6cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 8/23 - 9/8 - 10/2
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Compact clump of narrow blue green
leaves with nice red petioles.
Parentage: H. yingeri × H. longipes f. hypoglauca
Seasonal Color: glaucous bloom early, shiny green later in the
season
H. ‘Frensham Royal Connection’ J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 32.3in (82cm) diameter; 27.6in (70.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11.5in (29.2cm) long; 9.4in (23.9cm) wide; 13 to 15 vein
pairs; light greenish blue; with 1 to 2in (2.5 to 5.1cm) wide
cream to chartreuse flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately
corrugated overall.
Scape: 33.5 to 40in (85.1 to 101.6cm) high; green
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; near white; occasional slight tinge
of purple; tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 6/25 - 7/8 - 7/28
Seed: does not set seed
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Clump History: original sport; 13 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Large shiny corrugated leaves with
variable cream to chartreuse margins provide a nice background
for the nearly white flowers.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Ming Jade’
Seasonal Color: glaucous bloom early leaving a nice sheen later
in the season
H. Frensham Shining Armour J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 11.5in (29.2cm) diameter; 8.7in (22.1cm) high; moderate
growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5 to 8in (14 to 20.3cm) long; 1.5 to 4in (3.8 to 10.2cm)
wide; 6 vein pairs; cream, yellow, white and green streaks with
flat margins; very shiny on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
elliptical with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 20 to 24in (50.8 to 61cm) high; reddish purple at top of
scapes
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 6/23 -7/7 - 7/27
Seed: sets viable seed; reddish brown pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Nice streaky cream and green colours
are relatively stable if divided every four years. Pollen fertile but
red pods are low in viable seed production.
Parentage: H. gracillima sdlg × H. longipes sdlg
H. ‘Frensham So Long’
J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 18.5in (47cm) diameter; 29in (73.7cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 9.8in (24.9cm) long; 4.4in (11.2cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; dark greenish blue with slightly rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate
base; lightly wavy overall with prominent veins.
Scape: 36 to 45in (91.4 to 114.3cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 7/14 - 7/30 - 8/16
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 13 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Elongated leathery leaves with long
sturdy legs.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Angel’ × OP
H. ‘Frizzy Hair’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 25in (63.5cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5in (16.5cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein
pairs; medium blue green with slightly rippled margins;
glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with
cordate base; lightly twisted & corrugated, and moderately wavy
overall.
Flower: has not flowered in 10 years; De Pere, WI
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Puckered leaves with unruly wavy
margins and twisted tips remind you of frizzy hair.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: by August the leaves turn darker green while
the edges become lighter

H. ‘Frost Warning’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 48in (121.9cm) diameter; 22in (55.9cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12.5in (31.8cm) long; 7.3in (18.4cm) wide; 12 vein pairs;
pale blue with heavily rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base;
lightly folded and moderately wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: glaucous bloom
Scape: 17 to 28in (43.2 to 71.1cm) high; whitish pale blue
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; near white with very pale lavender
center stripe on interior of each petal; tubular; Monroeville, OH;
7/4 - 7/18 - 7/29
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 8 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: Rippled margins adorn the ghostly,
whitish blue leaves. This unique color fades on the edges to
almost white.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Frosted Frolic’ R. Livingston (ONI), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 9in (22.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4in (10.2cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs;
grayish olive green (NN137C RHS Chart) with 0.3 to 0.5in (0.8
to 1.3cm) wide pale yellow green (4D RHS Chart) flat margins;
slightly shiny on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with
tapered base; light convex cupping and occasional light
corrugation.
Petiole Characteristics: leaf coloration extends down the entire
length of the petiole
Scape: 10 to 12in (25.4 to 30.5cm) high; frosty bluish green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender; lavender stripes are
darker toward inner base of petals; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO;
7/6 - 7/20 - 8/10
Seed: sets viable seed; medium green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 7 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Petite yet hardy clump of thick, twotone green leaves with yellow to creamy white margins.
Parentage: Unnamed sdlg × Unnamed sdlg
Seasonal Color: margins turn almost white by mid-season

G
H. ‘Georgie Porgie Puddin and Pie’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 60in (152.4cm) diameter; 23in (58.4cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 15in (38.1cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs; dark green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on
top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate
base; lightly folded and corrugated overall with a velvet-like
appearance.
Petiole Characteristics: lighter green than the leaf
Scape: 45 to 58in (114.3 to 147.3cm) high; light green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender; lavender center stripe
surrounded by white; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 7/10 - 7/18 - 7/24
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Huge plant with large velvety shiny
rippled leaves and very tall bloom scape.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Umbrellas’ × OP
H. ‘Gold Country’
G. R. Goodwin (OIR), G. H. Alley (N)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 30in (76.2cm) high; mound-like;
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moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 14 to 16 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; dull
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly twisted &
wavy, moderately cupped & folded and deeply corrugated overall.
Scape: 36 to 40in (91.4 to 101.6cm) high; dark green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white; tubular; Zionsville, IN;
6/1 - 6/15 - 6/30
Seed: sets viable seed; yellow green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Large clump of corrugated,
downturned leaves that begin each season greenish yellow
turning a bright golden yellow later.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: greenish yellow early turns a bright golden
yellow later
H. ‘Green Meadow’
Haitao Li (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 5.9in (15cm) high; upright; slow
growth rate.
Leaf: 17in (43.2cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; lightly
cupped overall.
Scape: 22 to 28in (55.9 to 71.1cm) high; greenish yellow
Flower: 2.2in (5.6cm) long; fragrant; pale lavender; emerges
white then turns lavender after blooming; bell-shaped;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China; 8/1 - 8/15 - 8/30
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original seedling; 3 years old;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China
Notable Characteristics: Light green early turning slightly yellow
in summer. White flowers slowly turn lavender after blooming.
Parentage: 2013-4-04 × 2011-24-03
Seasonal Color: tender green early turning yellowish later

H
H. ‘Hands of Hope’
D. G. Krueger (ONI) J. Wheat (R)
Plant: 20in (50.8cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5in (14cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped and
corrugated overall.
Scape: 12 to 17 in (30.5 to 43.2 cm) high
Flower: near white with pale lavender striping that is not always
noticeable, spent blooms are fairly lavender; tubular; Cross
Plains, WI; 6/23 - 7/10 - 7/20
Seed: sets viable seed; very light creamy green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Cross Plains, WI
Notable Characteristics: Variety of leaf shapes from ovate, to
broadly ovate to nearly round, all with white backs, widely
spaced veins and mucronate tips.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Legend’ × OP
H. ‘Heavenly Beginnings’

R. Balitewicz (O),
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 33in (83.8cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 14 to 16 vein
pairs; moderate green (N138A RHS Chart) with 1in (2.5cm)
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wide strong yellow green (143C RHS Chart) flat margins; dull
on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly
cupped and moderately corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: strong petioles support heavy leaves easily
Scape: 18 to 20in (45.7 to 50.8cm) high; pale glaucous blue
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; near white with pale lavender
stripes on interior; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 6/10 - 6/18 - 7/2
Seed: sets viable seed; frosty green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 12 yrs old; Pleasant Hill,
MO
Notable Characteristics: Large upright powdery blue leaves
with chartreuse margins are nicely corrugated and held at
differing heights for optimal viewing.
Parentage: H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × H. ‘Elatior’
Seasonal Color: dull blue green with bright chartreuse margins
early, turn a slightly shiny moderate green with yellow-green
margins later.
H. ‘Hero Angel’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 33in (83.8cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19.1cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein
pairs; medium green with 1.5 to 2 in (3.8 to 5.1cm) wide dark
green flat margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped, twisted & wavy
and moderately corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: Leaf colors extend down the petioles.
The center remains medium green throughout the season.
Scape: 30 to 31in (76.2 to 78.7cm) high
Flower: pale purple with white striping; tubular; Jul 15 to Aug
15; De Pere, WI
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 4 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Heart-shaped leaves emerge with
distinct variegation that transitions to a barely discernible
variegation later in the season.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘American Hero’
Seasonal Color: center darkens to almost the same color as the
dark green margins
H. ‘Hugs for You’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 22in (55.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; creamy white with 1 to 1.5in (2.5 to 3.8cm) wide, twotone green slightly rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped,
twisted, wavy and corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: Creamy white leaf center extends
down the entire petiole with some green streaking.
Scape: 26 to 28in (66 to 71.1cm) high; white
Flower: near white; Jun 1 to Jul 15; De Pere, WI
Seed: sets viable seed; green striped pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Creamy white center transitions
through shades of light green before resulting in dark green
margins with a blue blush.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: emerges with yellow centers that gradually
turn creamy white by August
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I
H. ‘Ian’s Crystal Ball’

I. Chrystal (O)
J. Colley & J. Baker (NIR)
Plant: 14in (35.6cm) diameter; 8in (20.3cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 1.6 to 2.6 in (4.1 to 6.6cm) long; 1.5 to 2.5in (3.8 to
6.4cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs; blue green with 0.2 to 0.4in (0.5
to 1cm) wide yellow-green flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with rounded base;
lightly corrugated overall.
Scape: 14 to 22in (35.6 to 55.9cm) high; green; relatively large
green bracts
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender with white stripes;
tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 6/5 - 6/25 - 7/18
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Mini to small clump of blue green
rounded leaves with thin yellow-green margins and nice
lavender flowers.
Parentage: H. ‘Galaxy’ × H. ‘Popo’
Seasonal Color: turns green in late summer or if exposed to
very bright light
H. ‘Ice Crystals’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; light yellowish green with 0.5 to 1in (1.3 to 2.5cm) wide
creamy white slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately wavy
and corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: light green with variable white streaks
Scape: 14 to 16in (35.6 to 40.6cm) high; lime green
Flower: 1.9in (4.8cm) long; pale lavender; inside color is white
at the base with lavender centers and pale lavender misting on
outer edges; bell-shaped; Monroeville, OH; 7/11 - 7/21 - 7/30
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: Short but upright posture with most
leaves growing upward (like crystals). White margins are wider
towards the tip and narrower at the base.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: very bright yellow in spring changing to light
green later

J
H. ‘Janie Girl’
C. Hanna (ONIR)
Plant: 68in (172.7cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10.5in (26.7cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; yellow with 1in (2.5cm) wide dark green flat margins;
slightly shiny on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate
with cordate base; lightly cupped and corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dark green with yellow center
Scape: 32 to 38in (81.3 to 96.5cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; medium lavender with white
stripes; tubular; Marion, OH; 7/15 - 7/28 - 8/10
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods

Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Marion, OH
Notable Characteristics: Very dark green margins transition to
a light green area bordering irregularly shaped rich yellow
centers. Every visitor to the garden spots ‘Janie Girl’ from a
distance and wants to buy it. Named for my wife Jane Hanna.
Parentage: H. ‘Yellow Splash’ × H. ‘Kirkside Blue’
Seasonal Color: yellow centers become white late in the season
H. ‘Joan’s Alter Ego’
J. Altman (OI), D. Bowe (NR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
yellow gold with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped and
corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: yellow
Scape: 23 to 26in (58.4 to 66cm) high; yellow
Flower: 1.3in (3.2cm) long; pale lavender; broad lavender
center stripe on white petals; tubular; New Wilmington, PA;
7/11 - 7/17 - 7/26
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; yellow pods
Clump History: original sport; 3 yrs old; New Wilmington, PA
Notable Characteristics: Gold leaves develop a misty green
center later in the fall. The shape and size are otherwise similar
to its marginally variegated parent H. ‘Joan Altman’.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Joan Altman’
Seasonal Color: later in the fall the yellow gold fades to yellow
and the leaf centers develop a green mist.

K
H. ‘Kiss of Innocence’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 11in (27.9cm) diameter; 4in (10.2cm) high; rhizomatous;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 3.3in (8.3cm) long; 2.3in (5.7cm) wide; 6 vein pairs; gold
with flat margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate
with tapered base; lightly folded overall.
Petiole Characteristics: light green at emergence - turn gold
throughout the season
Scape: 14 to 15in (35.6 to 38.1cm) high; light green
Flower: 1.3in (3.2 cm) long; medium lavender stripes
surrounded by white, alternate petals have translucent margins;
tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 8/15 - 8/22 - 8/31
Seed: sets seeds, viability not submitted; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 4 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Small, rhizomatous plant with leaves
that emerge greenish gold before turning gold.
Parentage: H. ‘Carol’ × OP
H. ‘Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry’ C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 33in (83.8cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 6.5in (16.5cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; gold with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly
corrugated overall.
Scape: 28 to 36in (71.1 to 91.4cm) high; light green with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; light lavender stripe
surrounded by white, alternate petals have translucent margins;
tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 6/27 - 7/10 - 7/22
Seed: sets seeds, viability not submitted; green pods
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Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Low growing mound with occasional
green striping in the leaves.
Parentage: H. ‘Paradigm’ × H. ‘Sagae’

L
H. ‘Lady Anna-Quin’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
yellowish gold with moderately rippled margins; dull on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly
folded overall.
Scape: 20 to 28in (50.8 to 71.1cm) high; light green with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender center stripe
surrounded by white, alternate petals have translucent margins;
tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 6/28 - 7/10 - 7/16
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Pert, upright golden leaves with
serrated edges.
Parentage: H. montana ‘Aureomarginata’ × H. sieboldiana
‘Elegans’
Seasonal Color: emerges limey green quickly turning yellow
then more golden as the season progresses.
H. ‘Lady Gloria’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with flat margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped overall.
Scape: 24 to 28in (61 to 71.1cm) high; light green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; near white with very light lavender
stripes, alternate petals have translucent margins; tubular; Eau
Claire, WI; 7/5 - 7/11 - 7/21
Seed: sets seeds, viability not submitted; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Very light green petiole whose color
extends into the base of deep veins in the yellow leaf.
Parentage: H. ‘Sea Gulf Stream’ × H. ‘Dream Queen’
H. ‘Lady Jan’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 9in (22.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; very
shiny underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly cupped
and corrugated overall.
Scape: 22 to 27in (55.9 to 68.6cm) high; greenish yellow with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; white; tubular; Eau Claire, WI;
6/27 - 7/10 - 7/20
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Low growing mound of nearly round,
cupped and puckered greenish yellow leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Lady Maude’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high;
rhizomatous; moderate growth rate.
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Leaf: 8in (20.3cm) long; 6.3in (15.9cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; medium green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny
on top; very shiny underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
lightly folded and wavy overall with distinctly acuminate leaf
tips.
Scape: 32 to 36in (81.3 to 91.4cm) high; green
Flower: 2.2in (5.6cm) long; medium lavender, alternate petals
have white surrounding the lavender center and translucent
margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 7/20 - 7/30 - 8/15
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Uniformly shaped, lightly folded
leaves with slightly rippled margins. This rhizomatous plant
seems to be bug resistant.
Parentage: H. ‘Summer Lovin’ × OP
Seasonal Color: darkens slightly throughout the season
H. ‘Lemon Jello’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 12in (30.5cm) diameter; 6in (15.2cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 3in (7.6cm) long; 1.3in (3.2cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with 0.1in (0.3cm) wide creamy white, rippled
margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
narrowly ovate with tapered base; lightly twisted & folded and
moderately wavy overall.
Scape: 10 to 18in (25.4 to 45.7cm) high; yellow green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; medium lavender with purple
stripes and white throat; tubular; Zionsville, IN;
7/15 - 8/10 - 8/30
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Small in stature, this long bladed
cultivar displays pale yellow centers bordered by undulating
creamy white margins.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Light Star’
USTS-Xing Zhang (ONIR)
Plant: 21.7in (55cm) diameter; 7.9in (20cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 13.8in (35cm) long; 5.3in (13.5cm) wide; 6 vein pairs;
medium green with 1.2in (3cm) wide golden yellow flat
margins; dull on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly ovate
with rounded base; relatively flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: nearly round petioles
Scape: 15.4 to 16.5in (39 to 43cm) high; medium green
Flower: 1.8in (4.5cm) long; pale purple with translucent
margins; bell-shaped; Su Zhou/Jiang Su/China; 7/20 - 8/10 8/20
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: tissue cultured; 3 years old; Su Zhou/Jiang
Su/China
Notable Characteristics: Bright green leaves with golden
margins. Sun tolerant.
Parentage: Sport of Unnamed Cultivar
Seasonal Color: medium green centers increase in size while
the margins get narrower
H. ‘Lightning Storm’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4in (10.2cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 5 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with 0.5in (1.3cm) wide, flat green margins;
dull on top; dull underneath; ovate with rounded base.
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Scape: 7 to 12in (17.8 to 30.5cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white outside and pale
lavender inside; tubular; Monroeville, OH; 6/30 - 7/7 - 7/13
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: In early summer a thin white line
develops between the center and margin colors.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: white line between center and margin color
appears 1 to 1.5 months into each season
H. ‘Lord Dullripple’
C. Kwick (ONIR)
Plant: 37in (94cm) diameter; 17in (43.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; medium green with 0.1in (0.2cm) wide, white, heavily
rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate
with cordate base; lightly folded and moderately corrugated
overall.
Scape: 30 to 36in (76.2 to 91.4cm) high; light green
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; near white; alternate petals have
translucent margins; tubular; Eau Claire, WI; 6/25 - 7/10 - 7/16
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Eau Claire, WI
Notable Characteristics: Heavily rippled leaf margins that
show a hint of white on the edges.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Umbrellas’ × H. montana
‘Aureomarginata’
H. ‘Love Story’
H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 39in (99.1cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; white with 1 to 2.5in (2.5 to 6.4cm) wide green slightly
rippled margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate
with cordate base; relatively flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: white with green margins
Scape: 22 to 31in (55.9 to 78.7cm) high; white
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; white with translucent interior
stripes; tubular; Zeeland, MI; 6/15 - 6/25 - 7/5
Seed: sets viable seed; white pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: White centers are surrounded by an
irregular chartreuse color jetting out from the petiole, accented
by a medium green color, before the final dark green margins.
Add gentle piecrust edges & long leaf tips to achieve a true
“Love Story”.
Parentage: Streaked sport of H. ‘Niagara Falls’ × H. ‘Viking
Ship’
H. ‘Lucky Star’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 6in (15.2cm) diameter; 5in (12.7cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; 2in (5.1cm) wide; 5 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.2in (0.4cm) wide creamy to pure white,
slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; nearly round with flat base; lightly folded and wavy
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: white margins extend down the
petioles
Scape: 12 to 15in (30.5 to 38.1cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender with single purple
stripe at base of petals and white throat; tubular; Zionsville, IN;

8/20 - 8/30 - 9/15
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 20 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Appealing medium green roundish
leaves encircled by white margins form a nice symmetrical
mounded clump.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: margins change from cream to white
H. ‘Luna Moth’
W. J. Meyer (ONI), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 5 to 5.5in (12.7 to 14cm) long; 4 to 5in (10.2 to 12.7cm)
wide; 8 to 10 vein pairs; moderate bluish green (126A RHS
Chart) with 1.5 to 1.8in (3.8 to 4.4cm) wide moderate yellow
green (146C RHS Chart) flat margins; slightly shiny on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with rounded to
cordate base; lightly cupped overall.
Scape: 21 to 22 in (53.3 to 55.9 cm) high; frosty pale green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; medium lavender; tubular; Pleasant
Hill, MO; 6/10 - 6/18 - 7/4
Seed: very reluctant to set pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 9 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Quick to form a symmetrical clump
of thick heart shaped leaves. Very wide margins draw the eye
from a distance.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Parky’s Prize’

M
H. ‘Maddox’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 4.5in (11.4cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 2in (5.1cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein pairs;
golden yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; shiny
underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; lightly folded and
wavy overall.
Scape: 15 to 18in (38.1 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Zionsville, IN;
6/25 - 7/10 - 7/25
Seed: sets non-viable seeds; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Narrow undulating leaves of bright
golden yellow turn pale yellow green later.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lightning Bolt’
Seasonal Color: golden yellow turns pale yellow green later
H. ‘Mercury Rising’
K. Dye (ONIR)
Plant: 29.5in (75cm) diameter; 14.6in (37cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.1in (23cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
slightly shiny underneath; ovate with flat base; lightly wavy
overall.
Scape: 22.8 to 23.6 in (58 to 60cm) high; reddish purple
Flower: 2in (5cm) long; bluish lavender/reddish purple at the
base with darker interior stripes; tubular; Mapleton, IL;
7/5 - 7/21 - 8/1
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Mapleton, IL
Notable Characteristics: Bright yellow with reddish purple
scapes and deep bluish lavender flowers.
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Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Missy Marie’
J. Husemann (ONIR)
Plant: 44in (111.8cm) diameter; 24in (61cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 14in (35.6cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 15 vein pairs;
golden yellow with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on
top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
moderately wavy overall with green veins.
Scape: 24 to 29in (61 to 73.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white; tubular; Asbury, IA;
7/1 - 7/8 - 7/14
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Asbury, IA
Notable Characteristics: Nice contrast between the golden
yellow color and the green veins. Holds up well late into the
season.
Parentage: H. ‘Krugerrand’ × H. ‘Queen of the Seas’
Seasonal Color: limey green early then turning golden yellow
H. ‘Morning Call’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 26in (66cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.3in (15.9cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 6 to 7 vein
pairs; pale greenish yellow with moderately rippled margins;
glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with
cordate base; relatively flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: saturated purple with glaucous bloom
Scape: 16 to 18in (40.6 to 45.7cm) high; saturated purple with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; interior petals have
lavender centers and translucent margins; bell-shaped; Ramsey,
MN; 8/13 - 8/21 - 8/29
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; burgundy pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Flared mound of pale greenish yellow
leaves with saturated purple petioles and flower scapes, all with
glaucous bloom.
Pod Parent: (H. ‘Liberty Bell’ × (H. ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ × H.
pycnophylla)) × H. ‘Ebony Spires’
Pollen Parent: H. ‘Candy Dish’ × OP
H. ‘Mouse Madness’
R. Solberg (ONIR)
Plant: 6in (15.2cm) diameter; 3in (7.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; 2in (5.1cm) wide; 9 vein pairs;
medium blue green with 0.5in (1.3cm) wide creamy white
slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; nearly round with rounded base; moderately
folded and lightly wavy overall.
Scape: 5 to 6 in (12.7 to 15.2cm) high
Flower: medium lavender; tubular; Franklinton, NC;
6/10 - 6/15 - 6/30
Clump History: original sport; 2 years old; Franklinton, NC
Notable Characteristics: Rounded blue green leaves with wide
white margins that become greenish white in the summer.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Solar Mouse’
Seasonal Color: margins become greenish white in summer
H. ‘Mystic Giant’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 70in (177.8cm) diameter; 32in (81.3cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
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Leaf: 15.5in (39.4cm) long; 11.5in (29.2cm) wide; 15 vein
pairs; dark green with 1 to 1.5 in (2.5 to 3.8cm) wide light
green/chartreuse rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base;
moderately wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: light green with dark green edges
Scape: 15 to 20in (38.1 to 50.8cm) high; light green
Flower: 1.9in (4.8cm) long; white with pale lavender center
stripe; tubular; Monroeville, OH; 7/18 - 7/24 - 8/8
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 9 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: Dark green centers are surrounded
with an irregular area of white and grayish green which jets
toward the center and are finally bordered with light
green/chartreuse margins. The white flowers are hidden under
the leaf canopy.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown

N
H. ‘Nature Green’
INRE-Yanting Qu (ONIR)
Plant: 21.7in (55cm) diameter; 7.9in (20cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 14.2in (36cm) long; 5.9in (15cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; dull on top; slightly shiny
underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; lightly corrugated
overall.
Scape: 12.6 to 15.4in (32 to 39cm) high; light green
Flower: 1in (2.5cm) long; pale lavender with translucent
margins; tubular; Harbin/Heilongjiang, China; 6/29 - 7/18 - 7/30
Seed: sets viable seed, green pods
Clump History: tissue cultured; 3 years old;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China
Notable Characteristics: Wide leaves are lightly corrugated.
Flowers early, sun tolerant.
Parentage: Sport of Unnamed Cultivar
H. ‘Night Rhythms’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 10in (25.4cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 9 to 11 vein pairs;
intense blue green with moderately rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; moderately wavy and corrugated overall with
variable cupping, twisting and downward curved tips from leaf
to leaf.
Scape: 12 to 15in (30.5 to 38.1cm) high; blue green with light
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.3in (3.2cm) long; pale lavender; medium lavender
centers and translucent margins; bell-shaped; Ramsey, MN;
8/4 - 8/13 - 8/20
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Mound of heavily rugose intense blue
green leaves. Holds up well until frost.
Parentage: H. ‘Country Candied Confection’ × (H. ‘Astral
Bliss’ × H. ‘Purple Verticulated Elf’)
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O
H. ‘Ohh! Powder River Blue’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 6.5in (16.5cm) wide; 12 vein pairs;
light powder blue; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly corrugated
overall.
Scape: 24 to 28in (61 to 71.1cm) high; green
Flower: .8in (2cm) long; near white; tubular; Dubuque, IA;
6/20 - 7/1 - 7/14
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Dubuque, IA
Notable Characteristics: Attractive leaf presentation and
persistent light blue color.
Parentage: Unnamed sdlg × OP
H. ‘One Last Dance’

H. Hansen (OR)
Walters Gardens, Inc. (NI)
Plant: 73in (185.4cm) diameter; 35in (88.9cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 15in (38.1cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 13 vein pairs;
green with 0.5 to 2in (1.3 to 5.1cm) wide, yellow rippled
margins; dull on top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate with
cordate base; lightly wavy and very lightly corrugated overall.
Scape: 35 to 49in (88.9 to 124.5cm) high; green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; near white with lavender band in the
interior of each petal; tubular; Zeeland, MI; 6/13 - 6/27 - 7/18
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 7 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Dramatic margins of varying width
have irregular patterns creating an elegant feathered look.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Dancing Queen’
Seasonal Color: contrast is greatest in the spring as the yellow
margins turn greener later in the season
H. ‘Out of This World’ G. R. Goodwin (OIR), G. H. Alley (N)
Plant: 48in (121.9cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8in (20.3cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein pairs;
dark green with flat margins; very shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; very lightly
corrugated and lightly cupped & folded overall.
Scape: 30 to 36in (76.2 to 91.4cm) high; medium green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale purple with white throat and
dark purple stripes; Zionsville, IN; 7/1 - 7/15 - 7/30
Seed: sets non-viable seeds; dark green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 20 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Large almost black, glossy, heartshaped leaves.
Parentage: H. ‘Gaijin’ × OP
H. ‘Oxford Blue Top’
J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 16in (40.6cm) diameter; 6in (15.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5in (11.4cm) long; 2.4in (6.1cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
dark blue with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; ovate with rounded base; relatively flat
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: lightly pigmented brownish red with
glaucous bloom
Scape: 7 to 9in (17.8 to 22.9cm) high; green

Flower: .9 to 1.5in (2.3 to 3.8cm) long; pale purple; when open
petals show a splash of pale lavender with a white outline; bellshaped; Lindford, Hampshire, UK; 8/5 - 8/24 - 9/26
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Deep Oxford Blue colour on a flat
mound with a long season of attractive flowers.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown

P
H. ‘Paradox’
E. Schulz (ONIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19.1cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
streaked/mottled/speckled green with slightly rippled margins;
dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base;
lightly cupped overall.
Scape: 22 to 25in (55.9 to 63.5cm) high; green
Flower: 1.1in (2.8cm) long; white; tubular; Dubuque, IA;
6/30 - 7/10 - 7/24
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Dubuque, IA
Notable Characteristics: Most leaves have spotting, mottling or
streaking. A few leaves remain green.
Parentage: H. ‘Who Dat’ × H. ‘Laella’
Seasonal Color: emerges all green developing yellowish streaks,
spots and mottling shortly thereafter
H. ‘Party Trimmings’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 35in (88.9cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8in (20.3cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
medium blue green with 0.3 to 0.5in (0.6 to 1.3cm) wide creamy
yellow heavily rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; lightly twisted
& folded and wavy overall with downward curled tips.
Scape: 24 to 29in (61 to 73.7cm) high; medium blue green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; medium lavender; tubular; Ramsey,
MN; 8/13 - 8/23 - 9/4
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 12 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Medium sized flared mound of blue
green leaves with creamy yellow rippled margins.
Pod Parent: H. ‘Liberty Bell’ × (H. ‘Urajiro Hachijo’ × H.
pycnophylla)
Pollen Parent: H. ‘Sparkling Burgundy’
Seasonal Color: margins emerge yellow fading to pale creamy
yellow
H. ‘Pass the Butter’
K. Dye (ONIR)
Plant: 18.9in (48cm) diameter; 9.1in (23cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.1in (10.5cm) long; 1.6in (4cm) wide; 5 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; slightly shiny
underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; moderately wavy
and lightly twisted overall.
Scape: 15.7 to 18.9in (40 to 47cm) high; green
Flower: 1.4in (3.5cm) long; medium lavender; interior purple
with white stripes; tubular; Mapleton, IL; 7/10 - 7/21 - 8/10
Seed: does not set seed
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Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Mapleton, IL
Notable Characteristics: Bright yellow, vigorous grower with
good substance.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Patsy’
J. Husemann (ONIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 7in (17.8cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
dark green with heavily rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base
Scape: 16 to 18in (40.6 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender with translucent
margins; tubular; Asbury, IA; 9/1 - 9/10 - 9/16
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Asbury, IA
Notable Characteristics: Nearly round leaves with very wavy
margins. Recumbent scapes. Most flowers have double
stamens and pistils.
Parentage: H. ‘Marilyn Monroe’ × H. ‘Jim Hawes’
H. ‘Paulus’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 21.7in (55cm) diameter; 19.7in (50cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.1in (23cm) long; 6in (15.3cm) wide; 11 vein pairs;
medium blue green with slightly rippled margins; dull on top;
dull underneath; broadly ovate with rounded base; lightly
cupped overall.
Petiole Characteristics: thick, upright petioles
Scape: 25.6 to 39.4in (65 to 100cm) high; pale green
Flower: 1.7in (4.2cm) long; pale purple with pale purple interior
stripes from top to base; tubular; Ganderkesee, Germany;
7/4 - 7/18 - 8/4
Seed: sets viable seed; slightly blue green
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Ganderkesee,
Germany
Notable Characteristics: Nice combination of leaves with very
strong flower stems. Impressive appearance until autumn.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Peace and Quiet’
R. Solberg (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4.5in (11.4cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.4 to 0.8in (1 to 2cm) wide creamy white
slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly wavy and
convexly cupped overall.
Petiole Characteristics: purple petiole color extends almost to
the leaf base
Scape: 18 to 20in (45.7 to 50.8cm) high; brownish purple
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Franklinton, NC;
9/10 - 9/20 - 10/01
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 2 years old; Franklinton, NC
Notable Characteristics: Domed green leaves with creamy
white variegation that is much wider at the leaf tips. Late season
bloomer.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Pandemonium’
H. ‘Pebble Creek Basin’
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J. Kovalcsik (OI) P. Lenhard (N)
J. Kovalcsik & P. Lenhard (R)

Plant: 29in (73.7cm) diameter; 29in (73.7cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein
pairs; light blue green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with overlapping
cordate base; deeply cupped and moderately corrugated overall
with short up-turned leaf tips.
Petiole Characteristics: glaucous blue green petioles
Scape: 37 to 42in (94 to 106.7cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white with light lavender
striping, translucent margins and bright yellow pollen; tubular;
Brighton, MI; 6/28 - 7/2 - 7/23
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Brighton, MI
Notable Characteristics: Rounded and deeply cupped blue
green leaves reminiscent of an old-fashioned basin.
Parentage: H. ‘Gentle Giant’ × H. ‘Pebble Creek GPS’
Seasonal Color: darkens to medium blue green later
H. ‘Pebble Creek Doggone Nice’
R. Livingston (O)
J. Kovalcsik (NI), J. Kovalcsik & R. Livingston (R)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 21in (53.3cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5in (16.5cm) long; 10.5in (26.7cm) wide; 11 to 12 vein
pairs; greenish yellow with softly rippled & micro-serrated
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly twisted, wavy and
corrugated overall with deeply impressed veins, extended leaf
tips, sturdy substance and prominent veins on the white backs.
Petiole Characteristics: greenish yellow with a soft white bloom
Scape: 18 to 19in (45.7 to 48.3cm) high; greenish yellow with
glaucous bloom, tops are speckled lavender; pale green bracts
are streaked with lavender
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; medium lavender; alternate petals
have translucent & ruffled margins, and narrow lavender stripes;
tubular; Vassar, MI; 7/15 - 7/21 - 7/29
Seed: sets viable seed; greenish yellow pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Vassar, MI
Notable Characteristics: All season, the rippled and serrated
leaves of this charming hybrid put on a show. Superb substance
& remains attractive in temps near 100°. From a distance, the
entire bloom scape appears lavender – unusual against the
greenish yellow foliage.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Dogwood’ × H. ‘Lemon Ice’
Seasonal Color: emerges citron yellow with glaucous blue
coating; becomes greenish yellow by July retaining a soft blue
bloom at the mid-rib
H. ‘Pebble Creek GPS’

J. Vrable (O), J. Kovalcsik (NI),
J. Kovalcsik & J. Vrable (R)
Plant: 41in (104.1cm) diameter; 21in (53.3cm) high; upright;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 11.5in (29.2cm) long; 9.5in (24.1cm) wide; 14 to 16 vein
pairs; medium green with flat margins; slightly shiny on top;
very shiny underneath; nearly round with cordate base;
moderately corrugated overall with prominent veins both front
and back.
Petiole Characteristics: petioles have darker green edges
Scape: 25 to 27in (63.5 to 68.6cm) high; light green
transitioning to greenish yellow at the top; bracts are greenish
white with greenish yellow edges
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; pale lavender centers surrounded by
white, orange pollen on peach-colored anthers, alternate petals
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have translucent margins; tubular; Vassar, MI; 7/15 - 7/23 - 7/31
Seed: sets viable seed; light to medium-green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 12 years old; Vassar, MI
Notable Characteristics: Nearly round, corrugated leaves and
extremely fertile pollen. Finds the path to pod-set even on
difficult cultivars. Attractive progeny.
Parentage: (H. ‘Dorothy Benedict’ × H. nigrescens) × (H.
‘Dorothy Benedict’ × H. nigrescens)
H. ‘Pebble Creek Grey Roses’
J. Kovalcsik (ONIR)
Plant: 51in (129.5cm) diameter; 23in (58.4cm) high; moundlike; fast growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 16 to 17 vein
pairs; blue to green with slightly rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly cupped, wavy and corrugated overall with
deeply impressed veins and white backs
Petiole Characteristics: glaucous medium blue green
Scape: 26 to 27in (66 to 68.6cm) high; glaucous blue green;
celery-colored bracts blush mauve if weather is cool
Flower: 2.8in (7cm) long; near white with pale lavender center
stripe, tangerine colored pollen on purple-rimmed anthers;
tubular; Vassar, MI; 6/24 - 7/5 - 7/16
Seed: sets viable seed; glaucous blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; Vassar, MI
Notable Characteristics: When scapes emerge, the plush greyblue leaves are complemented by large bud clusters reminiscent
of roses. Classic, elegant and very fertile.
Parentage: (H. ‘Green Piecrust’ × H. ‘Big John’) × OP
Seasonal Color: emerges intense silvery grey-blue changing to
grey-green by August
H. ‘Pebble Creek Nightscape’
J. Kovalcsik (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 10 to 12 vein pairs;
dark green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base; moderately
cupped and corrugated overall and deeply impressed veins.
Newer leaves are deeply cupped while more mature leaves are
slightly domed.
Petiole Characteristics: very dark green, sturdy and deeply
concaved, lighter green center and a touch of dark red at the
base
Scape: green; bracts are pinkish purple at the base.
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; medium lavender center stripe,
translucent margins, slight ripple on alternate tepals, orange &
purple speckled anthers, orange pollen; tubular; Vassar, MI;
8/23 - 9/1 - 9/8
Seed: sets viable seed; dark green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Vassar, MI
Notable Characteristics: Sturdy petioles display glaucous
leaves that darken to deep forest green. Striking symmetrical
form.
Parentage: Unnamed H. sieboldiana-type sdlg × H. ‘Mr Black’
Seasonal Color: becomes deep forest green by mid-season
H. ‘Pebble Creek Silver Sensation’
J. Kovalcsik (ONIR)
Plant: 40in (101.6cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10.5in (26.7cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 12 to 14 vein
pairs; light to medium green with flat to heavily ruffled margins;
glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; leaf shape

varies from ovate to broadly ovate to nearly round with cordate
base; lightly twisted, moderately wavy & corrugated overall,
with deeply impressed veins.
Petiole Characteristics: powdery silver coating on all petiole
surfaces
Scape: 25 to 28.5in (63.5 to 72.4cm) high; light to medium
green with silvery coating
Flower: 2.3in (5.8cm) long; white with pale lavender shading in
center of alternate tepals, bright orange pollen on dark-rimmed
anthers; tubular; Vassar, MI; 7/3 - 7/12 - 7/20
Seed: sets viable seed; silver coated light to medium green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; Vassar, MI
Notable Characteristics: Variable leaf shapes and an overall
silvery coating make this sturdy cultivar unique. Extremely
fertile and produces beautiful blue and yellow progeny.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: in spring the leaves are heavily coated with silver;
some coating wears off revealing light to medium green leaves
H. ‘Percy’
R. Benedict (O), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; upright;
slow to moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 9.5in (24.1cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; moderate yellow green (137C RHS Chart) with 1in (2.5
cm) wide strong greenish yellow (151B RHS Chart) flat
margins; slightly shiny on top; dull underneath; ovate with
tapered base; very slight undulations and slight convex cupping.
Petiole Characteristics: leaf coloration extends down the entire
petiole
Scape: 12 to 22in (30.5 to 55.9cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender, interior lavender
stripes are darker towards the inner base; tubular; Pleasant Hill,
MO; 7/15 - 7/27 - 8/10
Seed: sets viable seed; medium to dark green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 6 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Satiny sheen on olive green leaves
with creamy feathered margins. Nice fountain-like stature.
Named after Percy Stough: a teacher who encouraged Ralph
(Herb) and influenced him greatly.
Parentage: H. ‘Yellow Splash’ × H. ‘Yellow Splash’
Seasonal Color: margins turn more creamy white by midseason.
H. ‘Periwrinkle’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 27in (68.6cm) diameter; 21in (53.3cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19.1cm) long; 6in (15.2cm) wide; 11 to 13 vein
pairs; intense blue green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on
top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate
base; deeply cupped, folded and corrugated overall with very
thick substance.
Scape: 23 to 27in (58.4 to 68.6cm) high; blue green
Flower: white; tubular; Jun 1 to Jul 15; De Pere, WI
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 4 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Very tough, deeply corrugated and
folded leaves that sometimes are folded almost in half.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: by mid-August has lost most of its blue color
but retains a blue cast all season
H. ‘Pete’s Dark Satellite’

P. de Rooij (ONI)
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
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Plant: 42in (106.7cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6 to 8in (15.2 to 20.3cm) long; 6 to 8in (15.2 to 20.3cm)
wide; 11 to 12 vein pairs; dark yellowish green (139A RHS
Chart) with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly cupped and
corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: petioles are lighter green than the leaf
Scape: 20 to 22in (50.8 to 55.9cm) high; pale green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Pleasant
Hill, MO; 7/1 - 7/14 - 7/20
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 10 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Dense clump of very dark almost
round leaves with a nice satiny sheen held in a pleasing manner
for optimum overhead viewing.
Parentage: H. ‘Green Sleeve’ × OP
H. ‘Puff the Magic Dragon’
R. Hatt (ONIR)
Plant: 32in (81.3cm) diameter; 19in (48.3cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 8 to 12 vein pairs;
medium green with heavily rippled margins; slightly shiny on
top; dull underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base;
moderately wavy and twisted overall.
Petiole Characteristics: ruffles extend down the leaf edges
leaving no clear distinction where the petiole begins.
Scape: 35 to 40in (88.9 to 101.6cm) high; slightly blue green
Flower: 3in (7.6cm) long; pale lavender; purple buds early
appear more lavender with purple striping as they mature, open
flowers have heavy purple striping; tubular; Merrimac, MA;
6/20 - 7/1 - 7/12
Seed: sets viable seed; slightly blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 4 years old; Merrimac, MA
Notable Characteristics: Many leaves are very elongated with
highly ruffled margins that often extend down the fairly upright
petioles - reminiscent of an early ruffled collar. A very majestic
looking hosta.
Parentage: H. ventricosa × OP
H. ‘Purple Elf’
Zhiyang Liu (ONIR)
Plant: 10.7in (27.2cm) diameter; 6.5in (16.5cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 8.2in (20.8cm) long; 5.3in (13.5cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein
pairs; dark green with flat margins; dull on top; slightly shiny
underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Scape: 12.2 to 13.4in (31 to 34cm) high; dark green
Flower: 2.3in (5.8cm) long; deep purple; tubular;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China; 7/20 - 8/15 - 9/5
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: tissue cultured; 3 years old;
Harbin/Heilongjiang, China
Notable Characteristics: Purple flowers atop light green leaves
that turn dark green later in the season.
Parentage: Sport of Unnamed Cultivar
Seasonal Color: color deepens over the season
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H. ‘Rabble Rouser’
R. Lysne (ONIR)
Plant: 46in (116.8cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10in (25.4cm) long; 7.5in (19.1cm) wide; 12 to 14 vein
pairs; deep green with 1.5in (3.8 cm) wide medium yellow-gold
flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; light seersuckering overall.
Scape: 28 to 30 in (71.1 to 76.2 cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Ferryville,
WI; 7/15 - 7/22 - 8/2
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 10 years old; Ferryville, WI
Notable Characteristics: Heavily pebbled/puckered at
maturity. Green centers streak outward onto gold borders.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Lakeport Blue’
Seasonal Color: consistent coloration throughout the season
H. ‘Raging River’
B. & R. Klotz (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 9in (22.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.3in (13.3cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 9 vein pairs; blue
with 0.1 to 0.9in (0.3 to 2.3cm) wide, cream colored flat
margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; moderately corrugated overall.
Scape: 15 to 18in (38.1 to 45.7cm) high; light green with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; near white with light lavender
streaks on interior of petals; tubular; Monroeville, OH;
6/27 - 7/3 - 7/12
Seed: sets viable seed; dark green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 yrs old; Monroeville, OH
Notable Characteristics: Dark blue leaves with creamy
feathered margins that are wider towards the leaf tips.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: blue centers turn green as season progresses
H. ‘Rebel Heart’

C. Wasitis (ON), Bridgewood Gardens (I)
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; semi-upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5 to 6.5in (14 to 16.5cm) long; 3 to 4.5 in (7.6 to
11.4cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein pairs; moderate greenish blue
(122A RHS Chart) with 0.2 to 0.5in (0.5 to 1.3cm) wide creamy
yellow slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; ovate to broadly ovate with cordate
base; lightly wavy overall with a third transition color between
the margins and center color.
Scape: 12 to 18in (30.5 to 45.7cm) high; pale greenish blue with
glaucous bloom
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white; bell-shaped; Pleasant
Hill, MO; 6/12 - 6/20 - 7/4
Seed: sets viable seed; frosty bluish green
Clump History: nursery purchase; 8 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Nice greenish blue leaves with
variable width creamy yellow to white margins held in a semiupright posture with each leaf claiming its own space.
Parentage: unnamed H. ‘Sea Prize’ sdlg × uncertain
Seasonal Color: margins turn creamy white mid-season
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H. ‘Red Cloud’

D. & M. Beilstein (O), A. Malloy (NI),
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 13in (33cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 5 to 7 vein pairs;
moderate green (N138A RHS Chart) with streaks, mottling and
some clear areas of light yellow green (145D RHS Chart) and
slightly wavy margins; dull on top; dull underneath; ovate with
tapered base; lightly corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: deep red speckles on petioles extend up into
the leaf, each petiole has the same streaking and mottling as the leaf.
Scape: 7 to 12in (17.8 to 30.5 cm) high; variable; small,
variegated bracts are purplish red at the base
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender with translucent
margins; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 7/4 - 7/15 - 7/30
Seed: sets viable seed; medium green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 5 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Streaked plant with red speckles on
the petioles that go up into the leaf-back. Leaves also have a
white back and some “frosting” on the front.
Parentage: H. ‘Neat Splash’ × H. ‘Riptide’
H. ‘Reid All About It’
D. & M. Beilstein (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; mound-like.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 15 to 16 vein pairs;
dark green with 1 to 1.5in (2.5 to 3.8cm) wide, white, very
slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull underneath; ovate,
cordate with leaf edges overlapping; very lightly folded and
wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: white edges extend down the petioles
Scape: 28 to 30in (71.1 to 76.2cm) high; green
Flower: 1in (2.5 cm) long; pale lavender to near white; tubular;
Mansfield, OH; 7/1 - 7/13 - 7/25
Seed: sets viable seeds; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Mansfield, OH
Notable Characteristics: Sweeping and graceful describe this
plant with wide creamy margins that clearly define where they
go. A grand looking plant that enhances anything beside it.
Parentage: (H. ‘Color Fantasy’ × OP) × H. montana
‘Aureomarginata’
H. ‘Rimmed Cauldron’
K. Dye (ONIR)
Plant: 23.6in (60cm) diameter; 15.7in (40cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7.5in (19cm) long; 6.5in (16.5cm) wide; 15 vein pairs;
intense blue green; with variable width feathered, yellow,
slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate base; deeply
cupped and corrugated & moderately wavy overall.
Scape: 20.9 to 23.6 in (53 to 60cm) high; medium green
Flower: 2in (5cm) long; pale lavender with darker interior
stripes and lighter lavender edges; tubular; Mapleton, IL;
6/15 - 6/27 - 7/5
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 24 years old; Mapleton, IL
Notable Characteristics: Cupped, glaucous blue with yellow
margins. Chosen “Best Seedling” leaf at the 2018 Midwest
Regional convention.
Parentage: (H. ‘William Lachman’ × H. ‘Love Pat’) ×
H. ‘Abiqua Drinking Gourd’
Seasonal Color: glaucous bloom fades to medium blue green
with heat and sun.

H. ‘Ritz Glitz’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 10 in (25.4cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8in (20.3cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.2in (0.4cm) wide creamy white slightly
rippled margins; very shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
ovate with rounded base; lightly folded and wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: petioles have almost purple edges
Scape: 12 to 18in (30.5 to 45.7cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; nearly white petals
have three purple center stripes and translucent margins; tubular;
Zionsville, IN; 8/15 - 8/25 - 9/5
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 20 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: Interesting rounded blade base
stretches into an elongated tip. The cream margin is very
narrow, but the bright sheen accentuates the distinction between
center and rim.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘River Dance’
D. Dean (OIR), W. Pollock (N)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.3in (18.4cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein
pairs; medium blue green with serrated margins; glaucous bloom
on top; glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base;
lightly folded and corrugated overall with very wavy edges and
pointed twisted leaf tips.
Scape: 20 to 22in (50.8 to 55.9cm) high; blue green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; interior has medium
lavender centers surrounded by white and translucent margins;
tubular; Ramsey, MN; 7/10 - 7/15 - 7/23
Seed: sets viable seed; blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Medium sized clump of elongated
blue leaves with serrated wavy edges and white leaf backs.
Parentage: (H. ‘Grand Slam’ × H. ‘Party Favor’) × H. ‘Astral
Bliss’
H. ‘Rufus Rider’ R. Livingston (ONI), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 26in (66cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6 to 7in (15.2 to 17.8 cm) long; 2 to 3in (5.1 to 7.6cm)
wide; 7 vein pairs; moderate yellowish green (N138B RHS
Chart) with 0.1 to 0.5in (0.3 to 1.3cm) wide pale greenish
yellow (2D RHS Chart) slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny
on top; dull underneath; elliptical with tapered base; lightly
wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: leaf coloration extends down the entire
length and red speckles appear on the backside
Scape: 25 to 29in (63.5 to 73.7cm) high; pale green with red
speckles on lower portion
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white with extremely pale
lavender striping down center of petals, alternate petals have
translucent margins; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 7/28 - 8/15 8/31
Seed: sets viable seed; light to medium green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 12 yrs old; Pleasant Hill,
MO
Notable Characteristics: Nice low-growing yet fountain-like
clump of undulating elliptical leaves. Nice size and shape for the
front of your garden.
Parentage: Unnamed sdlg × H. ‘Red Neck Heaven’
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Seasonal Color: margins turn slightly whiter throughout the
season.

S
H. ‘Satin Green’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 15.7in (40cm) diameter; 8.7in (22cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.9in (12.5cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs;
dark green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
very shiny underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat
overall with a nice satiny sheen.
Petiole Characteristics: dark green petioles with brown dots at
the base
Scape: 14.6 to 18.9in (37 to 48cm) high; dark green
Flower: 1.7in (4.2cm) long; pale purple; tubular; Ganderkesee,
Germany; 7/25 - 8/12 - 8/24
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Ganderkesee,
Germany
Notable Characteristics: Very dark green satiny leaves.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Satoko’
J. Colley & J. Baker (ONIR)
Plant: 18in (45.7cm) diameter; 9in (22.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.3in (18.5cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 8 vein pairs; dark
green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base; relatively flat
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dark red pigment most prominent
about 4” from base and glaucous bloom overall
Scape: 17 to 20in (43.2 to 50.8cm) high; green with reddish
speckles
Flower: 1.5 to 2in (3.8 to 5.1cm) long; pale purple; inside has
dark lavender stripe outlined with white; bell-shaped; Lindford,
Hampshire, UK; 8/18 - 8/28 - 9/25
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; container grown;
Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Good substance with flowing
appearance like a dark green ‘Mikawa-no-yuki’. Has pointed
leaves and red legs. Named for longtime friend Satoko Kurata.
Parentage: (H. kikutii × H. hypoleuca) × sdlg of H. Tardiana
Group
Seasonal Color: glaucous bloom early, shiny dark green later in
the season
H. ‘Seasons in the Sun’ H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 49in (124.5cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein pairs;
yellow with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
slightly shiny underneath; nearly round with cordate base; lightly
wavy overall.
Scape: 25 to 39in (63.5 to 99.1cm) high; chartreuse
Flower: 2.3in (5.7cm) long; near white with faint lavender
interior stripes; bell-shaped; Zeeland, MI; 7/5 - 7/20 - 8/1
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Beautiful upright yellow
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Parentage: (H. ‘Komodo Dragon’ × H. ‘Key West’) × [gold sdlg
× H9-57 (H. ‘Neptune’ × H. ‘Fulda’)]
H. ‘Shout Out Silas’
M. Whitmer (ONIR)
Plant: 48in (121.9cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 11in (27.9cm) wide; 16 vein pairs;
blue; with flat margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath;
nearly round with cordate base; intensely corrugated, moderately
cupped and lightly twisted, folded & wavy overall.
Scape: 30 to 35in (76.2 to 88.9cm) high; dark green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; fragrant; pure white; tubular;
Maumee, OH; 6/19 - 6/25 - 6/30
Seed: sets viable seed; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Maumee, OH
Notable Characteristics: Vase shaped rugose clump with
medium white backs, great substance and seersuckered leaf
texture.
Parentage: H. ‘Old Rough House’ × OP
Seasonal Color: leaves turn blue green later in the season
H. ‘Silver Bullet’
H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 5in (12.7 cm) wide; 8 to 10 vein pairs;
intense blue green with flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; round with rounded base; relatively
flat overall.
Scape: 9 to 13in (22.9 to 33cm) high; blue green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; near white with very pale
translucent stripes; bell-shaped; Zeeland, MI; 7/5 - 7/10 - 7/16
Seed: no pods observed
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Densely packed clump of very thick,
rounded blue leaves that often lay on top of one another.
Parentage: H. ‘Love Pat’ hybrid × H. ‘Blue Mouse Ears’ hybrid
H. ‘Silverback’ R. Merritt (ONR), New Hampshire Hostas (I)
Plant: 50in (127cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 15in (38.1cm) long; 13in (33cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs; blue green with 1.5in (3.8cm) wide creamy yellow flat
margins; dull on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly corrugated overall.
Scape: 40 to 50 in (101.6 to 127 cm) high; green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; near white; tubular; Jun 1 to Jul 15;
South Hampton, NJ
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; South Hampton, NH
Notable Characteristics: Same blue green leaves as its parent
with an added creamy yellow margin and a third greyish hue
jetting from the margin to the midrib.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Humpback Whale’
Seasonal Color: margins brighten as the season progresses
H. ‘Smokey Bear’ O. Petryszyn (ONI), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 46in (116.8cm) diameter; 34in (86.4cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 14in (35.6cm) long; 12in (30.5cm) wide; 16 to 17 vein
pairs; light greenish blue (119B RHS Chart) with moderately
rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped &
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wavy, deeply corrugated overall with deeply impressed veins
and cuspidate leaf tips.
Scape: 30 to 40in (76.2 to 101.6cm) high; pale blue
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; near white with pale lavender interior
stripes and translucent margins on alternate petals; tubular;
Valparaiso, IN; 6/10 - 6/15 - 7/1
Seed: sets viable seed; medium to dark green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 12 yrs old; Valparaiso, IN
Notable Characteristics: Large upright clump of heavily
puckered, frosty blue green leaves with nicely rippled
margins. Clump is 40"dia x 24"tall in the registrant's western
Missouri garden (zone 6a) with fair amount of afternoon sun.
Parentage: H. ‘Blue Betty Lou’ × H. ‘Manhattan’
Seasonal Color: turns slightly shiny greyish green (189A RHS
Chart) after wax melts off.
H. ‘Sneak Peek’
G. R. Goodwin (OIR), G. H. Alley (N)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 14in (35.6cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 5in (12.7cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein pairs;
grey green with 1.5in (3.8cm) wide medium green flat margins;
slightly shiny on top; dull underneath; broadly ovate with
rounded base; lightly folded and corrugated overall.
Scape: 15 to 24in (38.1 to 61cm) high; medium green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; mostly white petals
have lavender stripes and translucent margins; tubular;
Zionsville, IN; 7/15 - 8/1 - 8/15
Clump History: original sport; 15 years old; Zionsville, IN
Notable Characteristics: This ‘Striptease’ sport displays
greyish green centers and green margins divided by a thin white
line.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Striptease’
H. ‘Spiral Nebula’ I. Chrystal (O), J. Colley & J. Baker (NIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 23in (58.4cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.6in (16.8cm) long; 1.8in (4.6cm) wide; 4 to 5 vein pairs;
green with slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base;
lightly wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: red speckles look attractive when seen
from below
Scape: 16 to 21in (40.6 to 53.3cm) high; recumbent; reddish
purple
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale purple with dark coloured
stigma and style; tubular; Lindford, Hampshire, UK;
7/27 - 8/10 - 8/30
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 11 years old; container
grown; Lindford, Hampshire, UK
Notable Characteristics: Long narrow shiny green leaves with
red speckled petioles and nice lavender flowers on very long
dark maroon twisting scapes. Good in hanging baskets.
Parentage: (H. longipes f. hypoglauca × H. kikutii) × H. kikutii
var. polyneuron
H. ‘Stuck on Blue’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 29in (73.7cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4.8in (12.1cm) wide; 10 to 11 vein
pairs; intense blue green with rippled margins; glaucous bloom
on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate

base; lightly twisted, moderately folded & corrugated and
intensely wavy overall.
Scape: 14 to 15in (35.6 to 38.1cm) high; blue green
Flower: 1.5 in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; medium lavender
centers and translucent margins; tubular; Ramsey, MN;
8/13 - 8/23 - 8/29
Seed: sets viable seed; blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 13 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Neat mound of wavy, rugose,
intensely blue green leaves with white backs. Color holds until
frost.
Parentage: (H. ‘Frosted Dimples’ × H. ‘Sea Frolic’) × H.
‘Subterranean Pool’
H. ‘Summer Bird’
S. D. Smith (ONIR)
Plant: 13in (33cm) diameter; 7in (17.8cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5in (11.4cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny
underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly folded overall.
Scape: 2 to 8in (5.1 to 20.3cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender with lavender stripes;
tubular; Kalamazoo, MI; 7/15 - 7/20 - 7/28
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Kalamazoo, MI
Notable Characteristics: Low tight clump of bright yellow thick
leaves that look like plumes of yellow feathers. Holds its color
throughout the entire season.
Parentage: H. ‘June Fever’ × OP
H. ‘Summertime Blues’ D. Dean (OIR), G. Lindheimer (N)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 9in (22.9cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 5.5in (14cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 8 to 9 vein pairs;
intense blue green with moderately rippled margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; moderately twisted, folded, wavy and corrugated
overall with pointed leaf tips that curl downward.
Scape: 15 to 16in (38.1 to 40.6cm) high; blue green
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; pale lavender; medium lavender
centers and translucent margins; tubular; Ramsey, MN;
8/6 - 8/14 - 8/23
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; blue green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 10 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Small clump of wavy blue green,
thick leaves. Heavy bloomer.
Parentage: H. ‘Country Candied Confection’ × H. ‘Baby Blue
Eyes’
H. ‘Sun Chariot’
R. Lysne (ONIR)
Plant: 50in (127cm) diameter; 26in (66cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 8.5in (21.6cm) wide; 13 to 15 vein
pairs; deep gold with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; deeply
corrugated overall with prominent veins.
Scape: 30 to 34in (76.2 to 86.4cm) high; green
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Ferryville,
WI; 7/10 - 7/15 - 7/22
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Ferryville, WI
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Notable Characteristics: Leaves exhibit heavy substance, deep
veins and are very rugose at maturity. Strong resistance to sun
damage.
Parentage: H. ‘Sunny Smiles’ × H. ‘Streets of Gold’
Seasonal Color: emerges golden chartreuse quickly turning
bright gold before settling into a creamy gold for the remainder
of the season
H. ‘Sunshine Gold’
M. Vertz (ONIR)
Plant: 34in (86.4cm) diameter; 18in (45.7cm) high; upright; fast
growth rate.
Leaf: 9in (22.9cm) long; 5.5in (14cm) wide; 9 to 11 vein pairs;
golden yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly folded and
moderately wavy overall.
Scape: 34 to 36in (86.4 to 91.4cm) high; lime green
Flower: near white; tubular; De Pere, WI; 7/1 - 7/15 - 7/28
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; light green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 3 years old; De Pere, WI
Notable Characteristics: Long golden yellow leaves with
twisted tips have contrasting lime green coloration along the
veins.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: leaves emerge lime green quickly turning
golden yellow between the veins
H. ‘Sutter’s Mill’ R. Balitewicz (O), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 50in (127cm) diameter; 25in (63.5cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 10.5in (26.7cm) long; 9in (22.9cm) wide; 15 to 17 vein
pairs; strong yellow green (144A RHS Chart) with slightly
rippled margins; dull on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly
ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped and moderately
corrugated overall with deeply impressed veins.
Petiole Characteristics: greenish petiole color extends up into
the leaf central vein
Scape: 24 to 34in (61 to 86.4cm) high; pale green
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; near white with pale lavender
interior stripes; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 6/1 - 6/10 - 6/24
Seed: sets viable seed; medium green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 11 yrs old; Pleasant Hill,
MO
Notable Characteristics: Very large, bright chartreuse to gold
leaves held proudly upright with deeply impressed veins and
nice corrugation. Twenty to thirty seed pods per each scape.
Parentage: H. ‘High Noon’ × H. ‘Big John’
Seasonal Color: turns more yellow as the season progresses

T
H. ‘Taco Chips’
G. R. Goodwin (ONIR)
Plant: 40in (101.6cm) diameter; 24in (61cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 16 vein pairs;
golden yellow with slightly rippled margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; convexly cupped
and moderately corrugated overall with prominent veins.
Scape: 20 to 30in (50.8 to 76.2cm) high; greenish yellow
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; near white; tubular; Zionsville, IN;
7/1 - 7/15 - 7/30
Seed: sets viable seed; yellow green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 18 years old; Zionsville, IN
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Notable Characteristics: Large cultivar with rounded, turneddown, corrugated leaves of yellow green that turn a pale golden
yellow in summer.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Tarantella’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 26.8in (68cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.9in (20cm) long; 3.8in (9.6cm) wide; 9 vein pairs;
medium blue green with flat margins; dull on top; dull
underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: lightly blue green petioles
Scape: 17.7 to 23.6in (45 to 60cm) high; green
Flower: 1.7in (4.2cm) long; pale purple with purple inner lines
and white at the base; tubular; Ganderkesee, Germany;
7/24 - 8/2 - 8/12
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Ganderkesee,
Germany
Notable Characteristics: Nice combination of leaves and very
strong upright flower stems with numerous large flowers.
Unexpected shape considering the pod parent. Large seedpods.
Parentage: H. ‘Dancing Mouse’ × OP
H. ‘Teltow Fifty Pence’
M. Entemann (ONIR)
Plant: 31in (78.7cm) diameter; 12.5in (31.8cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 11 vein pairs; blue
with slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; slightly
shiny underneath; nearly round with cordate base; relatively flat
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: 12 to 13in long petioles
Scape: 10 to 12in (25.4 to 30.5cm) high; blue
Flower: 2in (5.1 cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped; Teltow,
Germany; 8/15 - 8/30 - 9/15
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 yrs old; Teltow, Germany
Notable Characteristics: Solid, nearly round leaves covered
with blue wax and having long petioles.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
H. ‘Teltow Gay Honey Moon’
M. Entemann (ONIR)
Plant: 22in (55.9cm) diameter; 13in (33cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6.5in (16.5cm) long; 4in (10.2cm) wide; 9 vein pairs;
streaked medium green, yellow & white with loosely serrated
margins; very shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate
with rounded base; moderately cupped overall.
Scape: 17 to 20in (43.2 to 50.8cm) high; blue
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped; Teltow,
Germany; 7/15 - 7/31 - 8/15
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 5 years old; Teltow, Germany
Notable Characteristics: Compact clump of irregularly colored
and streaked leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Honey Moon’
H. ‘Temptation’ R. Cornitensis (O), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 60in (152.4cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; upright;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 11in (27.9cm) long; 10in (25.4cm) wide; 14 to 17 vein
pairs; light yellow green (144D RHS Chart) with highly variable
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width, dark bluish green, slightly rippled margins; slightly shiny
on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate
base; lightly twisted and moderate to quite wavy overall.
Corrugation occurs mainly in the darker tissue and often a third
color appears between center and margin colors.
Scape: 28 to 32in (71.1 to 81.3cm) high; bluish green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; white with pale lavender interior
stripes and translucent margins; tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO;
6/10 - 6/20 - 6/30
Seed: sets viable seed; medium to dark green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 5 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Large upright clump of wavy
puckered leaves. The blue green margins provide bright contrast
for the creamy yellow centers.
Parentage: Sport of H. sieboldiana ‘Elegans’
Seasonal Color: center changes to moderate yellow green
(147B) with moderate olive green (137A) margins by early July

cordate base; lightly wavy and moderately corrugated overall
with prominent veins.
Scape: 18 to 22in (45.7 to 55.9cm) high; very pale yellowish
green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; white with translucent margins;
tubular; Pleasant Hill, MO; 6/1 - 6/10 - 6/20
Seed: sets viable seed; pale greenish yellow
Clump History: nursery purchase; 12 yrs old; Pleasant Hill, MO
Notable Characteristics: Bright yellow green centers are
framed by extremely wide, blue green margins. Nearly round
leaves are corrugated, very thick and deeply furrowed. Vigorous
grower.
Parentage: Sport of H. sieboldiana ‘Elegans’
Seasonal Color: center color on older leaves turn almost white;
once the glaucous bloom fades the leaves are dull to very
slightly shiny
H. ‘Tick Tock’

H. ‘Terms of Endearment’

H. Hansen (ONR)
Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 66in (167.6cm) diameter; 29in (73.7cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 14in (35.6cm) long; 11in (27.9cm) wide; 14 to 15 vein
pairs; medium blue green with 1.5 to 2in (3.8 to 5.1cm) wide
yellow flat margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous bloom
underneath; nearly round with cordate base; moderately
corrugated overall.
Scape: 25 to 36in (63.5 to 91.4cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; white; tubular; Zeeland, MI;
6/25 - 7/1 - 7/20
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Beautiful large blue ‘Elegans’ type
with non-burning yellow margins.
Parentage: streaked sport of H. sieboldiana ‘Elegans’ × H.
‘Empress Wu’
H. ‘The Partridge Family’
R. Hatt (ONIR)
Plant: 10in (25.4cm) diameter; 8in (20.3cm) high; mound-like;
slow growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5in (11.4cm) long; 3in (7.6cm) wide; 6 to 9 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat
overall.
Petiole Characteristics: upright, dark green and relatively long
(3x the length of the leaves).
Flower: does not flower
Clump History: original sport; 2 years old; Merrimac, MA
Notable Characteristics: Nicely compact upright mound of
bright green leaves held on relatively long petioles.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Yellow Polka Dot Bikini’
Seasonal Color: starts out light to medium green, getting darker
as the season progresses

E. Kipplen (ON), Naylor Creek Nursery (I),
AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.5in (11.4cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 9 to 10 vein
pairs; strong yellow green (144A RHS Chart) with 0.5 to 1.5 in
(1.3 to 3.8cm) wide moderate olive green (147A RHS Chart) flat
margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly cupped overall.
Scape: 14 to 18in (35.6 to 45.7cm) high; medium green
Flower: 1.3in (3.2cm) long; pale lavender; bell-shaped; Pleasant
Hill, MO; 6/18 - 6/30 - 7/10
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: nursery purchase; 11 years old; Pleasant Hill,
MO
Notable Characteristics: Very dense, symmetrical and compact
clump of cute heart shaped leaves.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Gold Drop’
H. ‘Tokyo Spring’
G. & R. Ragus (ONIR)
Plant: 19.7in (50cm) diameter; 10.6in (27cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 7.1in (18cm) long; 5.3in (13.5cm) wide; 7 vein pairs;
greenish yellow with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat overall.
Petiole Characteristics: dense red dots at the base gradually get
sparser going up the petiole
Scape: 17.7 to 23.6in (45 to 60cm) high; red
Flower: 1.7in (4.2cm) long; pale lavender with purple inner
stripes; tubular; Ganderkesee, Germany; 7/24 - 8/2 - 8/12
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods with brown dots
Clump History: original seedling; 3 years old; Ganderkesee,
Germany
Notable Characteristics: Combines the leaf form of ‘Tokyo
Smog’ with the red stems of ‘Maya Kingsnake’ in a new yellow
green color.
Parentage: H. ‘Tokyo Smog’ × H. ‘Maya Kingsnake’

H. ‘Thunderbolt’

A. R. Crowder (ON), AHS/G. H. Alley (R)
Hawksridge Farms Inc (I)
Plant: 50in (127cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8 to 10in (20.3 to 25.4cm) long; 7 to 9in (17.8 to 22.9cm)
wide; 16 to 19 vein pairs; strong yellow green (144C RHS
Chart) with 3 to 5in (7.6 to 12.7cm) wide dark bluish green
(131A RHS Chart) flat margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate to nearly round with

U
H. ‘Uniquely Goooal!’ M. Rosenberg & J. Goodrich (ONIR)
Plant: 39in (99.1cm) diameter; 28in (71.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 13in (33cm) long; 8in (20.3cm) wide; 13 to 14 vein pairs;
blue with very slightly wavy margins; glaucous bloom on top;
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glaucous bloom underneath; ovate with cordate base; lightly
corrugated and deeply cupped overall.
Flower: pale purple; Jun 1 to Jul 15; Elroy, WI
Clump History: original sport; 4 years old; Elroy, WI
Notable Characteristics: Blue version of H. ‘World Cup’ with
the same upright posture and cupping as the original.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘World Cup’
H. ‘Uniquely Inconceivable’
M. Rosenberg & J. Goodrich (ONIR)
Plant: 66in (167.6cm) diameter; 32in (81.3cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 15in (38.1cm) long; 13in (33cm) wide; 18 vein pairs;
medium blue with moderately rippled margins; glaucous bloom
on top; glaucous bloom underneath; nearly round with cordate
base; moderately cupped and corrugated overall.
Flower: white; tubular; Jun 1 to Jul 15; Elroy, WI
Seed: sets viable seed
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Elroy, WI
Notable Characteristics: Large blue cupped leaves with rippled
edges and white backs.
Parentage: H. ‘Fickle Blue Genes’ × OP
H. ‘Uniquely Purple People Eater’
J. Miller (O)
M. Rosenberg & J. Goodrich (NIR)
Plant: 30in (76.2cm) diameter; 17in (43.2cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 9 vein pairs;
medium blue green with very slightly wavy margins; glaucous
bloom on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate with
cordate base; lightly cupped overall with nicely shaped
acuminate tips.
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Jul 15 to Aug 15; Elroy, WI
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Elroy, WI
Notable Characteristics: Holds its purple blush later into June.
Parentage: Parentage Unknown
Seasonal Color: purple blush in the spring
H. ‘Uniquely Shirley Temple’
M. Rosenberg & J. Goodrich (ONIR)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; mound-like;
fast growth rate.
Leaf: 7in (17.8cm) long; 2.5in (6.4cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
dark green with 0.3in (0.6cm) wide light green flat margins;
slightly shiny on top; ovate with tapered base; relatively flat
overall.
Scape: reddish purple
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Elroy, WI; 8/5 - 8/15 - 8/25
Seed: sets viable seed; purple pods
Clump History: original sport; 5 years old; Elroy, WI
Notable Characteristics: Dark green center with lighter green
margins.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Maraschino Cherry’
H. ‘Uniquely Sweet Lady’
M. Rosenberg & J. Goodrich (ONIR)
Plant: 40in (101.6cm) diameter; 20in (50.8cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 13in (33cm) long; 11in (27.9cm) wide; 14 vein pairs;
yellow with very slightly rippled margins; dull on top; nearly
round with cordate base; moderately corrugated overall with
widely spaced prominent veins.
Flower: pale lavender; Jun 1 to Jul 15; Elroy, WI
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Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Elroy, WI
Notable Characteristics: Large yellow with good corrugation.
Parentage: H. ‘Justice’ × OP
H. ‘Up in Smoke’
J. Husemann (ONIR)
Plant: 36in (91.4cm) diameter; 16in (40.6cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8.5in (21.6cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 8 vein pairs;
greyish blue with heavily rippled margins; glaucous bloom on
top; glaucous bloom underneath; lance-shaped with tapered
base; moderately twisted, folded and wavy overall.
Scape: 24 to 28in (61 to 71.1cm) high; grey-blue
Flower: 1.5in (3.8cm) long; pale lavender; tubular; Asbury, IA;
7/25 - 8/1 - 8/5
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 5 years old; Asbury, IA
Notable Characteristics: Unusual greyish blue color and heavy
wax bloom.
Parentage: H. ‘Purple Verticulated Elf’ × H. ‘Smoke Signals’

W
H. ‘When I Dream’ H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 62in (157.5cm) diameter; 28 n (71.1cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 14.5in (36.8cm) long; 9.5in (24.1cm) wide; 12 to 13 vein
pairs; creamy white with 1 to 3in (2.5 to 7.6cm) wide blue green
slightly rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top; glaucous
bloom underneath; broadly ovate with cordate base; lightly
corrugated overall.
Petiole Characteristics: white with thin green margins
Scape: 27 to 34in (68.6 to 86.4cm) high; white
Flower: white; tubular; Zeeland, MI; 6/15 - 6/25 - 7/10
Seed: sets non-viable seed; white pods
Clump History: original seedling; 9 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Large creamy white centered leaves
with very wide rippled blue green margins and chartreuse
between the center and margin colors.
Parentage: Streaked sport of H. ‘Empress Wu’ × H. ‘Queen of
the Seas’
Seasonal Color: bluest in spring
H. ‘Wild Imagination’ H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 53in (134.6cm) diameter; 22in (55.9cm) high; moundlike; moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 12in (30.5cm) long; 3.5in (8.9cm) wide; 8 vein pairs; blue
green with heavily rippled margins; glaucous bloom on top;
glaucous bloom underneath; lance-shaped with tapered base;
moderately twisted and intensely wavy overall.
Scape: 17 to 36in (43.2 to 91.4cm) high; blue
Flower: 2.5in (6.4cm) long; medium lavender; white petals with
lavender stripe down the center; tubular; Zeeland, MI;
7/23 - 8/7 - 8/30
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original seedling; 8 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Large mound of narrow blue twisted
and ruffled leaves.
Parentage: H. ‘Electrocution’ × [H9-57 (H. ‘Neptune’ × H.
‘Fulda’) × H. ‘Joy Ride’]
H. ‘Wu-La-La’
H. Hansen (ONR), Walters Gardens (I)
Plant: 68in (172.7cm) diameter; 29in (73.7cm) high; upright;
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fast growth rate.
Leaf: 15in (38.1cm) long; 12in (30.5cm) wide; 15 vein pairs;
blue green with 0.5 to 2.5in (1.3 to 6.4cm) wide chartreuse, flat
margins; dull on top; glaucous bloom underneath; broadly ovate
with cordate base; lightly corrugated overall.
Scape: 24 to 47in (61 to 119.4cm) high; green
Flower: 2in (5.1cm) long; pale lavender interior stripes and
translucent margins; tubular; Zeeland, MI; 7/4 - 7/18 - 7/25
Seed: sets viable seed; green pods
Clump History: original sport; 7 years old; Zeeland, MI
Notable Characteristics: Blue green leaves with striking
yellow margins have good substance and the clump size is the
same as ‘Empress Wu’.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Empress Wu’
Seasonal Color: chartreuse margins become brighter through
the season

Y

X

H. ‘Yellowbeard’
M. Kurasz (ONIR)
Plant: 24in (61cm) diameter; 12in (30.5cm) high; mound-like;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 8in (20.3cm) long; 5in (12.7cm) wide; 7 to 9 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.5in (1.3cm) wide yellow, slightly rippled
margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath; broadly
ovate; lightly wavy overall.
Scape: 24 to 36in (61 to 91.4cm) high; medium green
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Jun 1 to Jul 15; Neillsville, WI
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original sport; 3 years old; Neillsville, WI
Notable Characteristics: Yellow margins on an ‘Undulata
Erromena’ type leaf.
Parentage: Sport of H. ‘Undulata Erromena’
Seasonal Color: emerges with light green margins that turn gold
then yellow by bloom time

H. ‘Xcuse Me’
D. Dean (ONIR)
Plant: 28in (71.1cm) diameter; 15in (38.1cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 4.8in (12.1cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
medium green with flat margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly
shiny underneath; ovate with rounded base; lightly twisted and
wavy overall with leaf tips that twist and curve downward.
Petiole Characteristics: saturated garnet red that extends up
into the leaf
Scape: 20 to 26in (50.8 to 66cm) high; saturated purplish red
with slight glaucous bloom
Flower: 1.8in (4.4cm) long; medium lavender; translucent
margins; tubular; Ramsey, MN; 8/19 - 8/28 - 9/12
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; burgundy pods
Clump History: original seedling; 6 years old; Ramsey, MN
Notable Characteristics: Saturated red petioles extend up and
out to form an open mound of rich green foliage. Posture shows
off the attractive petioles.
Parentage: H. ‘Crimson Desire’ × H. ‘Night Flight’

H. ‘Yippee’
D. & M. Beilstein (ONIR)
Plant: 15in (38.1cm) diameter; 11in (27.9cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 6in (15.2cm) long; 1.4 in (3.6cm) wide; 5 to 6 vein pairs;
medium green with 0.4in (1.1 cm) wide creamy white, slightly
rippled margins; slightly shiny on top; slightly shiny underneath;
lance-shaped with tapered base; lightly folded and wavy overall.
Petiole Characteristics: petioles are 1 to 1.5X the length of the
leaf (8-10 inches) and don’t know where to start or stop.
Scape: 18 to 20in (45.7 to 50.8cm) high; green with light red
specks.
Flower: pale lavender; tubular; Mansfield, OH; 7/10-7/20-7/30
Seed: does not set seed
Clump History: original seedling; 7 years old; Mansfield, OH
Notable Characteristics: Long, stretched-out, firm bladed leaf.
The narrow creamy edge runs around a slightly wavy margin on
the end of a petiole that can’t figure out where to start.
Parentage: (7DB5(S)3W67 sdlg × H. ‘Salute’) × (H. ‘Lizard
Lick’ × H. ‘Atom Smasher’)

H. ‘Xiangfei’
Yantai Ag Science & Tech Inst (ONIR)
Plant: 20.9in (53cm) diameter; 16.5in (42cm) high; upright;
moderate growth rate.
Leaf: 4.9in (12.3cm) long; 3.2in (8.1cm) wide; 7 to 8 vein pairs;
medium green with moderately rippled margins; very shiny on
top; slightly shiny underneath; ovate
Scape: 7.9 to 16.5in (20 to 42cm) high; medium green
Flower: 4.4in (11.2cm) long; pure white; bell-shaped; Yantai
City, Shandong Province; 8/3 - 8/21 - 9/28
Seed: sets seed, viability unknown; grayish yellow pods
Clump History: original seedling; 3 years old; Yantai City,
Shandong Province
Notable Characteristics: Large pure white flowers with strong
fragrant aroma.
Parentage: H. ‘Royal Standard’ × H. ‘Summer Fragrance’
Seasonal Color: changes from medium green to yellow
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INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION OF HOSTA CULTIVARS
Minimum requirements for registration are:

•
•

•
•

This form with bold-faced items completed in their entirety
Three digital photographs: one of the entire clump, one close-up
Optional:
showing a representative leaf, and one close-up of the flower.
• Additional digital photo(s)
Please supply the photographer's name and do not reduce or comshowing unique plant
press the original file. Do not send hard-copy prints. Digital photos
characteristics
must be emailed to HostaRegistry@gmail.com
Written permission from the originator (if other than the registrant)
$5 registration fee per cultivar name. Make check(s) payable to
“The American Hosta Society”

Mail required items to:
Hosta Registrar
Gayle Hartley Alley
33001 E 155th Street
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080-9365

or email to:
HostaRegistry@gmail.com

Questions can be answered by calling (816) 697-2007 or emailing GiboshiGayle@gmail.com
Feel free to photocopy this form, or visit http://www.hostaregistrar.org for additional copies.
Terms used on this form can be found in The American Hosta Society Glossary of Terms at
http://www.hostaregistrar.org/hosta_terminology.html

Please Note: Un-established cultivar names submitted for registration do not become established until
they are published in the Registrations supplement of The Hosta Journal, accompanied by their description. However, cultivar names can become established outside this avenue by being published elsewhere prior to the publication date of the Registrations supplement (which could potentially negate
your registration).
Key A – Flowering period(s)
Northern Hemisphere

Southern Hemisphere

Key B – Leaf Colors

light green
medium green
dark green

slightly blue-green
medium blue-green
intensely blue-green
greenish-white
creamy white
pure white
white speckling

AN = before June 1

AS = before Dec 1

BN = June 1 – July 15

BS = Dec 1 – Jan 15

CN = July 15 – Aug 15

CS = Jan 15 – Feb 15

greenish-yellow
pale yellow
yellow
golden yellow

DN = Aug 15 – Oct 1

DS = Feb 15 – April 1

green speckling

EN = after Oct 1

ES = after April 1

streaked with _______ (enter color from above)
mottled with ________(enter color from above)
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Registrant Information
CULTIVAR NAME:

Alternate Name:

Registrant Name:

Phone:

Email:

State:

ZIP Code:

Street Address:
City:
Enter names below only if different from the “Registrant”
Introducer:

Originator:

Nominant (Namer):

General Information
All Measurements presented on this application are in:

Inches

Centimeters

Is the cultivar being grown or sold under a different name or designation?
detailed explanation.

Has this cultivar name ever been published?
and date(s).

Is the cultivar a Sport?

Yes No (circle one)

(circle one)

Yes No (circle one)

If yes, provide

If yes, provide publication name(s) [catalogs included]

Yes No (circle one) If yes --> Parent Name:

Is the cultivar a Seedling? Yes No (circle one) If yes enter parentage below.
Pod Parent:

Pollen Parent:

The clump described is ____ years old and is (circle all that apply on line below)
original seedling

original sport

(enter number →) __ generation division

tissue cultured

unknown history

The clump was obtained from ______ (enter 1, 2, 3 or 4) 1) Yourself 2) A Nursery 3) The Originator (select this only if the
Originator is different from the Registrant above)

4) Other Source ______________________________________________

The clump described is growing in (city/state/country):
What diagnostic characteristics make this cultivar unique from other hostas? (describe below)

Plant Patent or Breeders' Rights
Is (or will) there be a patent, or Breeders Rights, applied for?
If you circled “Yes” complete any applicable field(s) below.

Yes No (circle one)

Country:

Application #

Date:

Country:

Pat. Pending

Date:

Country:

Patent #

Date:

Country:

Breeders' Rights #

Date:

Plant Details
Plant Habit:

Upright

Mound

Rhizomatous

Growth Rate:

Slow

Medium

Fast

Plant Width:
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(circle one)

(circle one)

Plant Height:

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION OF HOSTA CULTIVARS
Leaf Details
Leaf Color (choose from Key B on page 1, or from a recognized color authority such as the Royal Horticultural Society
color chart). If leaf is a single color, enter under “Center Color”
Center Color:

Margin Color:

Margin Width:

Is variegation relatively stable?

Yes

No (circle one)

Seasonal Color Change (describe, if applicable)

Leaf Width:

Leaf Length:

Number of Vein Pairs (range):

Unique Petiole [leaf stalk] Characteristics (describe, if applicable)

(circle one)

Margin Appearance:

Flat

Slightly Rippled

Heavily Rippled

Leaf Texture (top surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Leaf Texture (bottom surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Is leaf relatively flat? Yes No (circle one) If “No” use one or more modifiers
at right to describe only the applicable leaf characteristics below.
____ Cupped

Leaf Shape:

____ Twisted

Lance

Leaf Base:

[L]ightly [M]oderately [D]eeply [I]ntensely

____ Folded

Elliptic

Tapered

Serrated

Ovate
Flat

____ Wavy

Broadly Ovate

____ Corrugated

Nearly Round

(select one)

Rounded

(select one)

Heart –Shaped [cordate]

Flower, Scape & Pod Details
Flower Period: AN BN CN DN EN AS BS CS DS ES (circle one ) (see Key A on pg 1 for explanation of codes)
Flower Color:

White

Near White

Scape Height: _____ to _____ (range)

Pale Lavender

Medium Lavender

Scape Color:

Pale Purple

Deep Purple

Other_______ (circle one)

Fragrance? Yes No (circle one)

Flower Length:

Unique bracts? (describe if present)
Bloom Time Start: ____/____ (month/day)

Bloom Time Peak: ____/____ (month/day)

Bloom Time Finish: ____/____ (month/day)

Flower Color Patterns (striping, translucent margins, etc.. Please describe):

Flower Shape:

one)

Tubular

Bell

Does it set seed? Yes No (circle one) If yes -->

Spider

Closed

Double

Is the seed viable? Yes No (circle
one)

Other ______ (select

Seed Pod Color:

- - REGISTRAR USE ONLY - Registration Received:

Date:

Registered (or Rejected):

Date:

Name Reserved:

Date:
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Registrant Information
CULTIVAR NAME:

Alternate Name:

Registrant Name:

Phone:

Email:

State:

ZIP Code:

Street Address:
City:
Enter names below only if different from the “Registrant”
Introducer:

Originator:

Nominant (Namer):

General Information
All Measurements presented on this application are in:

Inches

Centimeters

Is the cultivar being grown or sold under a different name or designation?
detailed explanation.

Has this cultivar name ever been published?
and date(s).

Is the cultivar a Sport?

Yes No (circle one)

(circle one)

Yes No (circle one)

If yes, provide

If yes, provide publication name(s) [catalogs included]

Yes No (circle one) If yes --> Parent Name:

Is the cultivar a Seedling? Yes No (circle one) If yes enter parentage below.
Pod Parent:

Pollen Parent:

The clump described is ____ years old and is (circle all that apply on line below)
original seedling

original sport

(enter number →) __ generation division

tissue cultured

unknown history

The clump was obtained from ______ (enter 1, 2, 3 or 4) 1) Yourself 2) A Nursery 3) The Originator (select this only if the
Originator is different from the Registrant above)

4) Other Source ______________________________________________

The clump described is growing in (city/state/country):
What diagnostic characteristics make this cultivar unique from other hostas? (describe below)

Plant Patent or Breeders' Rights
Is (or will) there be a patent, or Breeders Rights, applied for?
If you circled “Yes” complete any applicable field(s) below.

Yes No (circle one)

Country:

Application #

Date:

Country:

Pat. Pending

Date:

Country:

Patent #

Date:

Country:

Breeders' Rights #

Date:

Plant Details
Plant Habit:

Upright

Mound

Rhizomatous

Growth Rate:

Slow

Medium

Fast

Plant Width:
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(circle one)

(circle one)

Plant Height:

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION OF HOSTA CULTIVARS
Leaf Details
Leaf Color (choose from Key B on page 1, or from a recognized color authority such as the Royal Horticultural Society
color chart). If leaf is a single color, enter under “Center Color”
Center Color:

Margin Color:

Margin Width:

Is variegation relatively stable?

Yes

No (circle one)

Seasonal Color Change (describe, if applicable)

Leaf Width:

Leaf Length:

Number of Vein Pairs (range):

Unique Petiole [leaf stalk] Characteristics (describe, if applicable)

(circle one)

Margin Appearance:

Flat

Slightly Rippled

Heavily Rippled

Leaf Texture (top surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Leaf Texture (bottom surface):

Dull

Slightly Shiny

Very Shiny

Glaucous Bloom

(circle one)

Is leaf relatively flat? Yes No (circle one) If “No” use one or more modifiers
at right to describe only the applicable leaf characteristics below.
____ Cupped

Leaf Shape:

____ Twisted

Lance

Leaf Base:

[L]ightly [M]oderately [D]eeply [I]ntensely

____ Folded

Elliptic

Tapered

Serrated

Ovate
Flat

____ Wavy

Broadly Ovate

____ Corrugated

Nearly Round

(select one)

Rounded

(select one)

Heart –Shaped [cordate]

Flower, Scape & Pod Details
Flower Period: AN BN CN DN EN AS BS CS DS ES (circle one ) (see Key A on pg 1 for explanation of codes)
Flower Color:

White

Near White

Scape Height: _____ to _____ (range)

Pale Lavender

Medium Lavender

Scape Color:

Pale Purple

Deep Purple

Other_______ (circle one)

Fragrance? Yes No (circle one)

Flower Length:

Unique bracts? (describe if present)
Bloom Time Start: ____/____ (month/day)

Bloom Time Peak: ____/____ (month/day)

Bloom Time Finish: ____/____ (month/day)

Flower Color Patterns (striping, translucent margins, etc.. Please describe):

Flower Shape:

one)

Tubular

Bell

Does it set seed? Yes No (circle one) If yes -->

Spider

Closed

Double

Is the seed viable? Yes No (circle
one)

Other ______ (select

Seed Pod Color:

- - REGISTRAR USE ONLY - Registration Received:

Date:

Registered (or Rejected):

Date:

Name Reserved:

Date:
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